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World Series Game 3
Seies tied, 2-2

Marlins
Indians

3
10

Jaret Wright pushes
postseason record to 3-0
as Tribe pulls even
Game 4 tonight • 8:20 p.m.
NBC (Channel 24)

see page 6
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Award-winning author Marge Piercy gives poetry
reading at Olscamp tonight
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Parachutists in France celebrate first parachute jump
in front of Eiffel Tower
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United Way deadline arrives
Q The deadline for all
United Way donations
draws closer as Bowling
Green trails Toledo.
By DARLA WARNOCK
The BG News

Hours remain before the faculty and staff will subject University President Sidney Ribeau to
do the unthinkable.
As of 4 p.m. today all United
Way donations must be received
to be counted in the participation
competition with the University
of Toledo. As of Wednesday, the
University is trailing UT by 13
percent.
Before the kick-off of the
BG-UT football game, Ribeau
will pull on a blue and gold
Toledo Rockets jersey to be worn
throughout the game - unless
numbers drastically increase today.

"What can we do? I talked to Dr. Horton and
he's going to bring with him my UT jersey but we have one prepared for him and his
wife."
Sidney Ribeau
University President

Currently, the University
stands at 27 percent participation, an increase of 8 percent
from last year's amount. A total
of $69,325 has been raised from
584 participants.
UT's figures are in the upwards of 40 percent participation, a decrease of 8 percent from
last year. They have raised
$87,164 with 845 participants.
Ribeau is not happy about
wearing the jersey UT President
Frank Horton has had specially
prepared for him - including his

name on the back.
"What can we do? I talked to
Dr. Horton and he's going to
bring with him my UT jersey but we have one prepared for
him and his wife," Ribeau said.
Clif Boutelle, director of public
relations, hopes the University
gains a bit of momentum to surprise UT.
"We're nearing the very very
end," Boutelle said. "We're in the
last quarter and we're losing.
We're going to try for a last
minute push."

The competition is slated to
continue throughout years to
come. The winner receives a trophy and the ability to dress the
opposing president in their
colors.
Ribeau said if the competition
was for the most improved institution, the University would win
"hands down."
Noting the near end of the
competition, Ribeau said with a
smile that he likes the idea of
changing the competition rules
and regulations in years to come.
"Not on these same terms we'll have some type of competition," Ribeau said, explaining
that regardless of the outcome,
the benefits reaped by the United
Way are priceless.
Final pick-up from both institutions will take place by 4 p.m. today. The winner - and loser will be announced in a pregame show before the 12:45 p.m.
BG-UT football game.
The clock is ticking...

BG Newi photo by Amy Van Horn

Veronica Gold believes that education can make a difference in
the lives of students.

Professor stresses
strong education
□ Veronica Gold
stresses the importance of communication between students
and faculty.

Prime target

By MELISSA NAYMIK
The BG News

If there is one thing that
Veronica Gold wants to stress
about the University, it is the
difference an education can
make.
"Education makes a difference in the lives of students,"
Gold said.
Gold, the vice-chairwoman
of the Faculty Senate and associate professor of special
education, believes a strong
education is crucial to developing good environment.
Her current goals involve
getting to know students and

building communication
among faculty and students ~
and she can tell the story from
both sides.
Gold earned her undergraduate degree at the University
of Illinois and her graduate
degree here at Bowling Green
State University.
She feels she is in a unique
position because she has been
a student and faculty
memeber here at the University.
Gold enjoys working with
the faculty here because "they
are wonderful mentors."
Since she is an educator at
the University, she hopes all
educators will also try to help
students achieve the goals that
they set out to accomplish in
Ufe.
"Educators should be
bridges, not gatekeepers,"
• See GOLD, page four.

University honors
outstanding faculty
□ The University recognizes professors for
their accomplishments.
BG Ncwi Phot, by Jim Tocco
A car covered in bird droppings, parked in the faculty/staff lot near
the smoke stacks Tuesday. The car was not parked under a tree at

the time. Perhaps the owner delivers birdseed for a living.

Professors collaborate on self help book
□ M. Neil Browne and
Stuart Keeley publish
their second college
self-help book together.
By MELISSA REUTHER
The BG News

The office wall is covered with
a pink tie-dyed mural while
books lay haphazardly across the
room. With long hair tied back
and wearing black and white
pants that play tricks on the eyes,
M. Neil Browne, a professor of economics, works diligently on the
computer.
Books line shelves that span
one length of the room. The comic strips of "Doonesbury" and
"Calvin and Hobbes" are tacked

up outside of the office as Stuart
Keeley, a professor of psychology, loosens his tie for the day.
These apparently different individuals who share a 25-year
friendship, also share a common
opinion concerning education.
This common ground has
helped them to recently publish
their second book together entitled, "Striving for Excellence in
College."
"We wanted to write a book
that is different from the other
college self-help books that are
out there. Instead of focusing on
surviving, we focus on benefiting
from college and on how you can
have an optimum learning experience," Browne said.
With a combined total of over
60 years teaching experience,

both professors made use of their
classroom expertise along with
knowledge they have gained
from students, to develop a number of tips included in the book.
"Before, there was a lack of
anything for students to go to
that provided help for them when
they are in the stage of development where they want to be learners but don't know how to go
about it," Keeley said.
One point discussed frequently
is critical thinking among students.
Browne states that the tone of
the book indicates that teachers
are people and that they say both
sensible and nonsensible things.
Therefore, students as learners
need to be on their toes.
"Teachers and textbooks are
produced by humans as opposed

to dieties," Browne said. "If dieties wrote, we would bow. Wlien
teachers speak they are fallible...they make mistakes.
"It is a liberating recognition
to realize that a teacher is a person."
Keeley mirrors these beliefs
but also acknowledges that this is
a notion not easily accepted by
many faculty.
He blames this on the fact that
many educators adhere to the
sponge theory of teaching. This
theory is based on students assuming what the professor says
should be taken at face value and
not critically analyzed.
Another central concept of the
book is active learning.
Keeley describes this type of
• See BOOK, page four.

By MELISSA NAYMIK
The BG News

"Educators influence student's
lives, they do not just teach," was
an opening statement by Delbert
L. Latta, president of the board of
trustees, at the ninth annual faculty recognition dinner held last
night in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom.

have put forward for the University. Vemon Wolcott, professor
of music performance studies,
has worked at the University for
35 years. A 1997 retiree, Stuart
Glvens, professor of history, has
been part of the faculty here for
45 years.
"It is an amazing accomplishment to be here for 45 years,"
said Robert Holmes, chairman of
faculty senate, of Givens' years
of service.
Throughout the evening, four
major awards were given out to
faculty members for their

"It's an amazing accomplishment to be here
for 45 years."

Robert Holmes
chairman of the Faculty Senate of Stuart Givens

This was an evening recogniz- achievements and attributions to
ing educators, retired and pre- the University.
The Master Teacher Award
sently employeed, and the influence they have on individuals, was received by Laura Juarez de
as well as their accomplishments Ku, instructor of biological sciences. The criteria for this award
at the University.
President Sidney Ribeau ac- were: the recipient must have
knowledged two certain individua i for the time and effort they
• See FACULTY, page four.
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Road to self-fulfillment needs open doors
Who Is your hero? Do you
have a role model? I always
thought these were Irrelevant
questions and I hardly considered them In my own life. That
Is. until I went to listen to an
economist give a lecture last
Friday and was astounded by
this person's strength and
courage.
Sure, you're probably thinking
how pathetic and strange it
sounds to consider someone who
is an economist as your "hero."
But this story goes much deeper.
The person who gave this lecture
started out by saying "When I
was little I would go to bed every
night and wish for two things.
The first was that I would wake
up the next morning and not
stutter and the second was that I
would wake up as a girl. Well, at
least I got one of them."
So you are probably asking
now. what is the point? The
point Is this: the woman stand-

Letter to the editor policy:
The BG New» encourages
readers' input to discuss topics of
interest to the BGSU community. If
you would like to have something
printed in The BG New», we offer
you two formats.
• Letters to the Editor. Letters are
to be less than 500 words (less than
two typed, double-spaced pages).
•Guest Columns. Longer pieces
(between 800-900 words) can be
submitted as Guest columns. Guest
columns will be subject to space
limitations and considered based on
topic relevance and quality.
Please include your address,
major, academic class and phone
number (phone numbers are
strictly for verification and not for
publication). If you are not a BGSU
student, please provide your
position or affiliation with the
University or the community.
Letters must be typed, not handwritten. Letters brought in saved on
a Macintosh-compatible disk are
preferred.
Bring the letter to Room 210 West
Hall,
or
e-mail
us
at
bgnews9bgnet.bgsu.edu. Be prepared to show valid identification.
Space limitations may prevent
The Newt from printing all letters
received. The News reserves the
right to edit any and all letters.
Anonymous letters will be
printed if valid identification is
given and the editorial board deems
anonymity is in the proper interests
of the writer.
The Editorial Board acknowledges all entries submitted for publication.

JENNIFER SPAHN
ing before this
room full of
people had
not always
been a
woman. I
know that
some of you
will laugh and
others will be confused or
even disgusted, but this
woman ingrained into me
something very profound.
From attending this lecture
I realized how inspiring Just
one person can be and that a
hero can be anyone who Is
and/or stands for something
that you yourself admire and
respect. What I mean Is that
this intelligent woman, who
often stuttered when she
spoke and changed her sex.

was representative of something
much more admirable than
many people would probably
ever realize.
I do not judge this person on
the grounds of her life decisions.
Rather, I respect her and am
greatly inspired by her bravery to
do something which many
people think Is a hoiTific act. The
lecture she gave was about the
problems concerning the extent
to which "science" has been
playing a role In the study of
economics and how anyone can
prove Just about anything they
want to by picking out some
certain axioms. While the lecture
on economics was very Interesting and thought-provoking in
itself, her openness about what
she thought and had accomplished was what was most
inspirational.
I guess the reason this
affected me the way it did was
because I have struggled for so

long on finding who I am and
finding the courage to be. do
and feel what Is me.
Probably this struggle will
always be a part of my life (as it
is with most people) but at this
point I am more confident and
Informed than at any point in
the past.
After listening to this intelligent woman speak. I Imagined
what she had probably gone
through and her struggles to
become happy with her true
self.
I understand that all of us
have something about our lives
that if only we could fix It or do
something different we could
make ourselves happier. The
courage and the "tightness" of
deciding to actually do something about our lives is crucial
to discovering who we are.
In our culture we are often
force fed the people we should
look up to and the reasons for

looking up to them. Sports stars, world as "ourselves." the most
movie stars and people who have
Intense struggle In life is figuring
struck It rich through "hard
out who we really are and what
work" are prime examples
it is that will make us feel
because they have often supposfulfilled.
edly achieved the (mythical)
The most Important point to
American dream of rising up from all of this Is that when we see
the bottom of the social and
people, regardless of the specifeconomic depths.
ics of their lives, it Is Important
Somehow. I am Just not
to be aware enough to realize
Impressed by this type of person
when someone has done someand I don't admire such people at thing that makes them closer to
all. Maybe because I realize there the person they are and should
are so many people who have Just be.
as much (if not more) talent and
Whether one Is a transvestlte.
gumption than those who have
homosexual or heterosexual,
"made It." yet they are never
man or woman, rich or poor, we
going to be famous or rich. So
should Improve ourselves by
when I finally saw someone who
choosing heroes among them
had risked so much to realize her who are strong and have faith in
own happiness I discovered some themselves and their decisions.
of the qualities of a person that I
We can all be happy and fulfilled.
think are the most worthy of
It's only a matter of courage.
respect and admiration.
What I also realized as somelennifer Spahn can be reached at
what of an irony in this Is that
jspahn@bgnet.bgsu.edu or at 210 West
Hall.
though we all come in to this

True Collegiates

by Jason Lady
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Take two of these and call me in the morning
Time is on our side."
No It ain't.
In our fast-paced college lives,
we hardly have time lo do
anything. I'm not talking to the
people with all 12 hours of 100. level Intro classes listing their
income as "Parents." I'm talking
• to those of us with 18+ hours, a
job. maybe a kid. bills and
papers due.
What do we have time for?
Hell, I hardly have time to write
this column! It seems that we
divide ourselves mostly Into two
groups: those who work 25
hours a day, eight days a week
and those who go crazy and give
up everything. I have found that
there can be a happy middle
ground. Allow me to show you
the light.
I am not a doctor. But I play
one In this column. I want to
give some advice on how to keep

your workload prioritized and
not go psycho In the process.
Study abroad. No. I don't
mean taking a semester in
Portugal. I mean taking your
studies outside of BGSU. Your
surroundings can have a large
Impact on your mood during
study. Check out a coffee shop.
City Park (wait until spring
maybe) or better yet, leave
Bowling Green. If possible, visit
the surrounding areas for some
relaxing, non -academic atmosphere.
Join a gang What I mean Is
study with someone. Even if
you're not in the same class and
you're studying totally different
things. Just having someone
there can reassure you that you
are not the only one going
through hell.
Just say NO to friend* Part
of the reason we have so much

to do Is because we get too
social. It's okay to pick your
books over your friends. Besides,
the books are only temporary.
Friends are forever. (Picture an
open field with you and your
friends running hand In hand
singing about the beauty of
nature. That's the cheesy scene
lines like "friends are forever"
can create.)
Just »ay YES to frlendi
Realize that you can't do much
in this world alone. Well, some
things you should do alone, but
we won't get into that. Know that
it is also okay to say no to the
books for awhile and spend time
with your friends. It's a time
when you can escape the academic world and be the 10-yearold kid federal laws wont let you
be. Kick back and have fun. You
deserve It.
Have lota of aez. Purely for

shock value. Please read on.
Join an organization. Don't
run for president of that organization (unless you can handle It).
Attend meetings and events.
Being a part of something
extracurricular can help you
take a break from the academic
world and be part of something
creative.
Boy something boring I'm
having fun with these categories.
If you study In your room, buy a
dart board or a slinky. These are
things you can play with when
you want to take a break.
At the same time, you won't
slack off completely. Unlike
Nintendo 64 or Doom, who
wants to play with a slinky for
hours?
Don't abandon people who
care. This means friends, family
and loved ones. Let people know
that you are still alive. Give

DERRICK JONES
someone a call.
Even If you
have no Idea
who they are.
Don't push
people away. At
times it seems
like every week
Is worse than
the one before.
Realize that there are people who
will be there for you If you ever
need to talk, share a hug or even
take a nap with (for those of us
who believe that you can lay
with a friend and it not be about
sex). We all are In the same boat.
Other. Anything else that may
help you relax or escape from
this world. Everyone Is different,
so cater to yourself.

\

Take two of these and call me
In the morning. Make that midafternoon.
As a student who tries to do
everything. I understand how It
feels to be stressed. We don't like
all of our classes. We may work
Jobs because we have to. We may
even deny ourselves happiness
to get the Job done.
Sure we are here for degrees,
but our health is top priority.
Studies show that stress can
play a big role In our health.
Think about time and what
you can do. Keep your priorities
In order, but at the same time,
know that you can do different
things to make life less stressful
and more enjoyable.
Derrick Jones, the hardest working
man in BG, can be reached at
dajones9bgnet.bgsu.edu. He apologizes
for not using the word "diversity" in
his column this week.
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THREE
PEOPLE ON THE STREET

FACT:
Thf No. I reason ji'wn by patients for
emergency room visits is stomach and
abdominal pain, cramps and spasms.
FICTION:
The reason for all of this stomach upset is
the chimichangas in the Sundial.

T
UPCOMING

A look at what some members of the community think about the issue of the day:

EVENTS

Today's Question:
"What is your favorite
song?"

Thursday, 10/23/97
Congressional Compass/
HANNAH Demonstrations
(9 a.m., 10:30 a.m. -11:30
a.m.)

Nicole St. Germaine
Junior
Psychology

Tom Groszko
Junior
Poli. ScL/Crim. Justice

Shelia Bennet
Junior
Technical Writing

Lindie Phillians
Sophomore
Public Relations

John Kozlowski
Sophomore
Outdoor Recreation

"'Just like Heaven' by
The Cure."

"'Escape' by
Metallica."

'"And so it goes' by

'"To be with you' by
Mr. Big and 'Hey,
Lover' by L.L. Cool J.'

"'Dreams' by Van

Billy Joel."

Pallister Conference Room, Jerome
Library. With Congressional Compass, we have full-text access to
congressional hearings, reports, bills,
legislative histories, the Federal
Register, information on members
and more. HANNAH provides fulltext information from the Ohio
General Assembly, including pending
legislation, the Ohio Revised Code
and the Ohio Administrative Code.

Halen."

Halloween Cookie-gram
Sale (10 a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Union Foyer. Have Halloween
cookies sent to your friends and
nciuiioor&t diuiig v...w J personal
message. All for just 50 cents.

OHIO Weather
Thursday, Oct. 23
AccuWeather* forecast for daytime conditions and high temperatures

Import Sale (10 a.m. - 4
p.m.)

OF
AY

Union Foyer Sponsored by UAO.

Indian Clothing and
Jewelry Sale (10 a.m. - 4
p.m.)

"They killed a boy, tomorrow they'll
kill somebody else. Knowing what
skinheads do in other countries, we
are terrified."

Math Science Building. Sponsored
by UAO.

Kappa Phi Fundraiser (10
a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Union Foyer.

Dragoljib Ackovic,

Phi Beta Sigma, Project
Sleep (10 a.m. - 3 p.m.)

an activist representing Serbia's estimated 80,000 Roma. He is
referring to a seventh-grader who was beaten and killed by a
group of skinheads.

Education Steps.

Red Cross Bloodmobile (11
a.m. - 5 p.m.)
Student Services Forum. Walk-ins
are welcome, but appointments can
be made by calling 419 / 539-1009.

THUMBS UP

Study Abroad
Informational Session (4

■ To snow — the first time is always the best.

KY.

| Portsmouth | 55°

c£Q
Sftgwgre T-storms Rain

Flurries

Snow

Ice

p.m. - 5:30 p.m.)

■ To Billy Joel — selfless entertainer. He's always at the
back of your CD rack, waiting for you to need him.

Sunny Pi. Cloudy

Cloudy

■ To increased participation in the United Way fund drive.

1103 Offenhauer West. Session to
learn about the many overseas study
programs available to BGSU
students. Call 372-0309/0479 with
questions.

■ To people who respond to e-mail in a short amount of
time.

You Laugh You Lose (7
p.m. - 9 p.m.)

Ballroom. Sponsored by UAO.

Via Associated Press GraprncsNet

Jazz Guitar Ensemble (8
p.m.)

THUMBS DOWN

Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical
Arts Center. Free.

■ To the pop machines in Founders that don't give change.

■ To snow — six months of the stuff is negative fun.

411 South Hall. David Mamefs
tale of an encounter between a
college professor and a college
student. Tickets are $3 and available
at the door only.

■ To faculty and staff — for making President Ribeau wear
blue and gold.

Natural High Workshop (9
p.m.)

PACE THREE is intended as an irreverent look at the University. We at The BG News consider it an offbeat page where we
try to offer something for everybody. Opinions expressed herein are solely those of our staff. Have a nice day.

The calendar of events is a service o/The
BG News for the community. A more
complete listing of these events can be
found on the University web page.

TODAY'S

WEATHER

Today
Afternoon showers. High: 50. Low: 27.

Friday

A

Occasional rain showers. High: 52. Low: 37.

BGSU Athletic Bond
serves os pep band to selected
Basketball & Hockey Games during
the 1997 -1998 season. Rehearsals
are Sundays October 26, Nov. 2,
and Nov. 9, 7 - 9 pm in Kelly Hall
(Rm. 1012) Moore Musical Arts
Center. Bring your horn, .—-v^,
See Vou There!
rV^

I~i

»

AX AZ AX AX AX AX AX AX AX AX \X AX

(DeCta Zeta
Betsy Bramlage
Emily Osterllng
liana Horn
Jennifer Kayackas
Lisa Lenzo
Jennifer Chrlstophel
Christine Trobenter

Karen Burns
LoriWaszll
Lillian Nagi
Staci Lee
Barb Rogers
KristA Lutz
Lindsay Praeter &
Danielle Salo

<BIQ/LIL mi$j
\X AX \X AX AX AX \/ AX AX AX AX AX

"¥O0 M,0#E Y<LW M)
Comedy Game Show
'goodcookjn -cowboystyle'
Open -MT-WTHandSat. 11 to 3:30
Jridays till10:00 pm
3
So git off your saddle and stop on in...
109 "*{. Main 'Downtown •Bowling green

Oleana (8 p.m.)

■ To static electricity — in clothes and hair. It only gets
worse from here with the cold weather.

Thursday, October 23,1997
5:00 - 9:30 p-m.
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
FREEH
■mauamitoauiaryo—
l 1

■

I ■ ll IIWj III ll AH l# ■■■ ■■■»*,>—»—>

„md»»*mmm<^e*mimm

Student Rec Center.

urn, on. & nun SPECIAL*

(4) TIRE ROTATION & BALANCE

■ *Mf Ffcjrfl • Po—r SlUnnQ FlMd
• Automate Tranamweon Fhad ■ Braaa F lurt
DSqr* mou can ■ C«a ky appotrarnanl

Prsssnt this coupon to recsivs special ones.
Call 'or appointment * Most can

ova $14.95

ONLY 5p21.95

k _ — — is-ii-ii' — _ .it., — Sn£-'&•,'_ _ _,
• MAINTENANCE TUNE-UPSPECIAL* ,
4 Cylinder $32.95
I 6 Cylinder $36.95 8 Cylinder $39 95 | |
|

MCLU0CS ««<• of (Mnj ctwtDng and angra
■I'mm Pi.JSavMtUm'Njl (WhMnawtpantpkigB
{■ptt-M I2.IB.07
I2-1MS7

COOLING SYSTEM CHECK

ONLY $39.95

| |

FLUSHfrJLL • Call tor appointment.

■ ■

13-lt-ST
toraa ll-lt-ST

WR.GHT TOE* AUTO CENTER
NEW LOCATION

ALL MAJOR
CREDIT CARDS
ACCEPTED

1089 N. MAIN BEHIND NAPA

352-0387

NEW OWNER
MATT MOON

Service Hours: Mon ■ Fn 7am • 5pm: Set 7am - Noon • 24 Hr. Wrecker Service

-.-

*

Q/niend&f9s
10% Discount
to All Students,
Faculty & Staff
w/ BGSU I.D.
Hours: Sun.-Thu. 7am-11pm
Fri.-Sat. 7am-12am
Valid throught the 1997-1998 school year
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digest

University sponsors
recognized poet
The BC News

City Blotter
An Intoxicated man was found passed out under a tree,
early Friday morning. He told police he thought he was in
Cincinnati, then Dayton. Police transported him to Wood
County Justice Center.

Comt»»d Irom Hall am) wire reports

■ CAMPUS

The University makes Rolling Stone's college
issue
The University has made Rolling Stone magazine's annual college issue in the "Ten Politically Incorrect Parties" section.
BG's "Merry Madness" spring street party made the list with
the caption "A sterling example of tradition triumphing over
common sense: At the annual Merry Madness bash, students
burn couches In the street...because several years ago other students burned couches in the street."
Also included on the list were a "white trash" party at Louisiana State University and a mass "mooning" party at the University of Nevada, Reno.
■ CHINA

China disputes claim that it sells organs for
transplants

Author Marge Plercy will be visiting Bowling Green Thursday to
give a short poetry reading of her work. She will be in Olscamp Hall
at 8 p.m.
Piercy has written 13 poetry books, most recently "What Are Big
Girls Made Of?" She Is recognized for her collection of essays "PartiColored Blocks for a Quilt," published in 1982.
Piercy has received many awards for her published works, among
them the Arthur C. Clarke Award, the Mary Sarton Award and the
Carolyn Kizer Poetry Prize.
She currently lives in Cape Cod, but spends much of her time traveling, conducting workshops and giving lectures and readings. Piercy
is also a political activist, involved in civil rights, anti-war and women's movement groups.
Her poetry reading is free and open to the public. The event is
sponsored by the University's creative writing department, the Department of English, the Women's Center and the Department of
Popular Culture.

True fan or crazy man?

BELTING - China on Wednesday described as "pure fabrication" a "PrimeTime Live" report that Chinese military hospitals sell organs from executed criminals for transplant to foreigners.
Shen Guofang, a Foreign Ministry spokesman, denied that doctors shown were Chinese military surgeons, the official Xinhua
news agency reported.
ABC's "PrimeTime Live" reported Oct. 16 that the Chinese
military charged foreigners up to $30,000 for transplants of kidneys and other organs. Transplants were advertised in a
Chinese-language newspaper in New York, it said.
Xinhua quoted Shen as saying Chinese hospitals never sold organs and followed international guidelines in performing transplants.
The program quoted a Thai woman as saying she received a
transplant at a Chinese military hospital. She said before the
surgery, a doctor told her to get ready because there would soon
be an execution.

Several males sold flowers, without a permit, outside of the
Foodtown parking lot. Friday morning. They were advised to
stop and buy a permit.
While delivering newspapers, a woman's car ran away. Friday afternoon. She got out of her car and lt rolled backwards
down the hill. The car struck several mailboxes before stopping.
A group of teenagers threw Halloween Glo-Stlcks at cars,
Friday night. The woman reported her husband apprehended two of the teens. Police picked up the teens.
A man reported that a toilet with a scarecrow on it was In
his front yard. Friday night. After he removed the scarecrow,
he discovered the toilet was full of feces. The man wanted
extra patrol.
A woman heard someone knocking at her apartment door,
early Saturday morning. She then heard knocking around
the outside, but police didn't find anyone.
A kitchen knife was discovered In front of a woman's
house. Sunday afternoon. Police placed lt in evidence.
Two suspicious looking cars were parked In the BG Rental
parking lot. Tuesday morning. The woman said she had car
trouble and pulled Into the lot and called for assistance. The
other car left.
A woman wanted a trap set outside her apartment. Tuesday morning. She said several stray cats of various colors
congregated around her building.
A woman informed police that her boyfriend took her car
without permission, Tuesday afternoon. She said she wanted
it returned.

■ MIR

Space station described as 'sweatshop' by Russian psychologist
MOSCOW ~ Describing the aging Mir space station as a
"sweatshop," a Russian space psychologist has accused Russia's
Mission Control of provoking a June space collision by overloading the Mir's exhausted crew.
"A Russian cosmonaut is a galley slave, a human being deprived of any rights," Rostislav Bodgashevsky, who has spent 35
years working with cosmonauts, said in an interview published
Wednesday in the respected daily Izvestia.
He accused officials at Mission Control and state-run RKK
Energia the corporation that built and runs the 11-year old orbiting outpost, of callous disregard for the Mir's crew.
"You can sum up their attitude in one word: sweatshop," the
newspaper quoted Bogdashevsky as saying.
Russian space officials have argued for months about who or
what was to blame for Mir's nearly disastrous June 25 collision
with a cargo ship during a practice manual docking. An early report from Energia experts put all the blame on Mir commander
Vasily Tslbliyev and flight engineer Alexander Lazutkin.

A woman complained that someone toilet papered her
house. Friday morning. Police assisted her in the cleanup.

BOOK

control in college, and parents
then expect teachers at the universities to continue this obedience."
Among other topics, the book
discusses education being
viewed as entertainment, risktaking and achieving excellence.
"One hopes that college is a
springboard to later learning, not
an endboard," Browne said.

Continued from page one.

Associated Prctl pholo

In Cleveland a fan carved the Chief Wahoo logo into his pumpkinhead.

education as that which emphasizes how versus where, questions rather than answers and
making meaning by students
versus receding of meaning by
experts.
Browne believes this tendency
towards passive learning stems
from theories acquired as early
as elementary school.
"Parents during kindergarten
Currently, the book is used at
through high school have obe- over a dozen colleges across the
dience over their children," nation in freshmen classes focusBrowne said. "They have less ing on the college experience.

■ SEX STUDY

Study shows that sex shrinks spinal cord in
male rats
NEW YORK
Sex shrinks certain spinal cord nerves in
male rats, says a study with possible implications for research
into brain differences between gays and heterosexuals.
The study indicates that adult sexual experience can cause an
anatomical difference in the nervous system, said psychologist
S. Marc Breedlove of the University of California at Berkeley.
Several research groups have reported such differences in
various parts of the brain. The most famous report, in 1991, dealt
with a cluster of cells in the region called the hypothalamus.
Breedlove reports In Thursday's issue of the journal Nature
that the size of spinal cord nerves differed between male rats
that had sex during the study and other male rats that didn't.
How does that apply to human sexual orientation?
Breedlove said he isn't claiming that the gender of one's sex
partners makes any difference to the nerves of the spinal cord or
to the brain. In fact, he said, he doesn't know what differences in
experience between gays and heterosexuals might promote
brain differences.
■ CONDOM RECALL

Condoms recalled for possible breakage during use
WASHINGTON - Ansell Personal Products is recalling millions of condoms because some of them may break.
The Food and Drug Administration said Tuesday an estimated
57 million condoms from the Lifestyles, Prime and Contempo
brands are subject to the recall.
"That doesn't mean there are 57 million bad condoms," emphasized FDA spokeswoman Sharon Snider.
The FDA urged consumers to check their condoms to ensure
they had not already bought the recalled brands.
about condom breakage.
Consumers may return recalled condoms to the place of purchase, or to Ansell Inc., Consumer Relations Dept., 1500 Industrial Road, Dothan, Ala. 36303.
Consumers may call 1-800-883-3434 between 8 a.m. and S p.m.
CDT for more information.

GOLD
Continued from page one.
Gold said.
By this, she means instead of
telling a student they cannot be
in a certain program or major
due to his or her grade point
average, an educator should let
the student into the program and
help them with any struggles.
In the past, administration,
faculty and staff were told not to
interact with the students. They
were told to teach, do research
and stay away from the students.
Gold explained.
For those educators who have
problems relating to students
when they should, perhaps a reward system should be incorporated into the course for the faculty member. Gold said.

If there was one thing Gold
would like to see changed this
year on the campus, it is better
communication.
"This is beginning to happen,
but there are many patterns and
processes to work through," Gold
said.
Speaking with students outside
of class is one of the objectives
Gold loves about her job here as
an educator. She feels students
see her as a human being that
way, not just a teacher.
Gold's main focus in life is to
make things better by working
together with other people.
By applying better communication and creating "avenues"
for communication, the interaction between faculty and students will improve, she said.

Shoot-out occurs at
funeral in Miami
The Associated Press

vigil for a dead relative at the funeral home in the Little Havana
section when about 10 men entered. Police would not identify
the dead man.
"These men started performing Santeria acts to the body of
the deceased," said police Lt. Bill
Schwartz.

MIAMI Strangers burst
into a funeral chapel before dawn
Wednesday, ejecting mourners,
performing rituals on a body and
then starting a gunfight among
themselves.
One man was in critical condition with a gunshot wound to the
Minutes after the women were
chest.
Three women were holding a ousted, shots were fired inside.

BG Ncwi Pa«« by Amy Strieker

Fred Gary, Miller Hess, Laura Juarez de Ku and Paul Moore were honored last night at the faculty awards ceremony.

FACULTY
The evening concluded with
Charles Middleton, provost and
been employed at the University vice president for Academic Affor three years, must know the fairs, honoring educators who
course work and complete a have retired in 1997.
course sheet or application.
"I feel so honored, yet so
Gary Hess, professor of histohumble to receive this award," ry, was presented with the Dissaid Juarez de Ku. "My collegues tinguished Faculty Service AIn the biology department are ward. A person who receives this
master teachers. I am lucky to award contributes continuing
have such great group of moti- and outstanding service to the
vated students who make my job University.
so much fun."
Paul Moore, assistant profesThe Olscamp Research Award sor of biological sciences, was
was given to Fred Miller, profes- named the winner of the Outsor of philosophy. This award is standing Young Scholar Award.
given annually to a faculty mem- This award was established to
ber for his or her outstanding promote, recognize and reward a
scholarly or creative accom- young faculty member who has
plishments during a three-year shown scholary excellence.
period.
"It is nice to be recognized for
"It is an honor to serve here as all my hours of work and
a faculty member, it means a lot energy," said Moore. "A person
to me," said Miller.
does not win this award alone."
Continued from page one.

Staff Positions still available!
The BG News Is always looking for new staff members to help fill
the needs of producing a daily newspaper for the Bowling Green
community.
Positions are currently available, but only in a voluntary capacity. However, experience the rest of this semester can lead to
a paid position in the spring. This provides valuable work
experience for those interested in a career in journalism.
All majors and all classes are welcome! Even freshmen can come
in and make a valuable contribution to the organization.

A variety of
positions are
available:
• Reporting
• Copy Editing

Interested?
The BG News and the office of
Student Publications will be holding an open house Thursday from
7-9 p.m. in conjunction with the
Department of Journalism. Stop
by Room 210 West Hall for more
details.
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'Art of Soup' contest marks
100th birthday of Campbell
The Associated Press

PITTSBURGH - When Andy
Warhol started painting Campbell's soup cans 35 years ago, the
"stodgy old businessmen" running the company became so
suspicious they sent lawyers to
investigate.
Warhol's paintings went on to
spawn an artistic movement and
make Campbell's soup popular
even in countries where it isn't
sold.
Inspired by Warhol's work and
eager to capitalize on Its advertising value, a now-sawier Campbell Soup Co. sponsored the "Art
of Soup" contest that marked the
100th birthday of Campbell's
soup and the 35th anniversary of
Warhol's famous image.
"This is something that Andy
would have felt really proud of,"
said John Warhola, one of Warhol's brothers and a contest
judge.
Dino Sistilli of Woodbury, N.J.,
won the competition and basked
in more than just 15 minutes of

fame. He received his honor and
a $10,000 check at a ceremony
Tuesday at the Andy Warhol Museum in Pittsburgh.
Sistilli, 70, designed a sheet of
commemorative postage stamps
depicting different flavors of
Campbell's soup. He used a razor
knife and camera to reproduce
tiny pictures of soup jars on a
sheet of stamps for a result that
resembled Warhol's own paintings of multiple images.
"I wanted to do what he did, to
duplicate these things," Sistilli
said. "This is not something that
happened in an hour's time. I experimented with everything."
His creation will remain on
display at the museum along with
several other contest submissions.
More than 5,000 people submitted entries honoring Warhol's
1962 soup can, which smashed
the wall separating fine art and
advertising.
When Warhol started painting
tomato soup cans, Campbell executives were "stodgy old busi-

nessmen" who didn't understand
pop art, company spokesman
Kevin Lowery said.
Today, Warhol's revolutionary
red and white image is so popular
that the company decided to use
his example to mine the creativity of unknown young artists.
Thomas Sokolowski, director
of the museum, saw no irony
there.
"The best kind of art is business art and I want to be a business artist," Sokolowski quoted
Warhol as saying.
Warhol died at 58 in 1987.
The contest's other finalists
were a 2-foot-high statue of a
robot "Soup-R-Hero" fashioned
from soup cans and spoons, a
poem by an 11 -year-old girl and a
painting of a jar of Minestrone
soup gushing steam that spells
out the company's old slogan
"Mmm-mmm-good."
High school art teacher Debra
Eastlack, 43, of Absecon, N.J.,
said her steaming Minestrone
was a tribute to Warhol's originality.

Astronomers expect Milky Way
to collide with nearby galaxy
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON -- In a preview
of what may be the fate of the
Earth's own Milky Way, the
Hubble Space Telescope has captured the most detailed images
ever of the eruption of violence
from the collision of two galaxies.
The pictures show two spiral
galaxies, made up of millions of
stars and vast clouds of hydrogen, merging into a single giant
galaxy and setting off immense
explosions that spawn thousands
of stars.
Astronomers said in a news
conference Tuesday at NASA's
headquarters that such a collision is expected to ultimately
claim our own Milky Way galaxy.
A nearby galaxy, the Andromeda,
is bearing down on the celestial
home of the solar system and the
two stellar formations will eventually merge.
Humans need not worry, said
Brad Whitmore of the Space
Telescope Institute. Even though
the Andromeda is racing toward
the Milky Way at 300,000 miles

an hour, the collision is about 5
billion years away.
By then, it is expected that the
sun will be a bumed-out husk and
the Earth, if it still exists, will be
a lifeless chunk of frozen space
rock.
Whitmore said close-up photos
of the Antennae galaxy, 63 million light-years away, clearly
show it was formed by the collision of two spiral galaxies, such
as the Milky Way and the Andromeda.
The Antennae galaxies include
1,000 to 2,000 clouds of hydrogen
gas, each one 60 to 300 lightyears across. As the galaxies
merge, the clouds lead to the
rapid-fire formation of stars that
light up like a series of firecrackers, said Francois
Schweizer of the Carnegie Institution of Washington.
"The collision crunches the
hydrogen gas and new stars form
all over the place," said
Schweizer.
Also formed are hundreds of
globular clusters, tight stellar
formations each containing
thousands of stars.

Whitmore said the photos show
in great detail how the globular
clusters form, a phenomenon
that has long puzzled astronomers. Most globular clusters
formed early in the history of the
universe and can be seen only
faintly by the best of telescopes.
But the Antennae galaxy is
close enough to answer some
fundamental questions about the
clusters.
"By studying this nearby example, we can find what was
happening early in the universe,"
he said.
The Antennae has two long
wisps extending from a central
heart-shaped core. The galaxy
got its name because the wisps of
dust and stars resemble the antennae of insects.
The new pictures may settle a
long-term controversy among astronomers about how the two basic types of galaxies formed.
Spiral galaxies, such as the Milky
Way, have long curving arms of
stars and dust, rotating about a
center. Elliptical galaxies are
oval and more compact, lacking
the arms.

Journalist's diaries reveal role
in research experiment with LSD
over the bar, who are colored like
black and blue devils. When I am
WASHINGTON -- The late 'under,' I have the premonition I
Clare Boot he Luce, a journalist, am not going to like those masks
playwright and diplomat, exper- at all," she writes in one account.
imented with LSD, her diaries
Luce apparently began using
reveal.
The Library of Congress has LSD under the guidance of a
made public some of Luce's jour- medical researcher. Dr. Sidney
nals documenting her experi- Cohen, who had asked her to parments with the hallucinogenic take in a research experiment.
Correspondence from her friend,
drug during the early 1960s.
Gerald Heard, indicate that he
In them, Luce methodically experimented with LSD and
notes her observations and phys- knew the researcher Cohen also.
iological reactions to the drug.
"I am very grateful ... that we
"I am unpleasantly aware of
colored papier mache masks had also the unique privilege in
The Associated Press
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those weeks of sharing with you
the LSD experience," writes
Heard in a letter. "As Sidney Cohen says, it is a death deliverance
experience and those that share
it can have a rapport which is a
profound communion."
Luce, who was born in New
York City in 1903, had an illustrious career in writing and
politics. She worked at Vanity
Fair and Vogue, later writing
several plays. She served as a
Connecticut congresswoman and
ambassador to Italy. She also was
the wife of Henry Robinson Luce,
editor in chief of Time magazine.
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The Associated Press

PARIS - Seventy-five parachutists and one
dog floated down on Champ de Mars park
Wednesday, landing in front of the Eiffel Tower
to celebrate the 200th anniversary of the world's
first successful parachute jump.
In parachutes colored with blue, white and red
bars to resemble the French flag, the first group
of jumpers crisscrossed in front of the Eiffel
Tower as hundreds of spectators waved and yel-

led, "Land here! Land here!"
"It's great," said Jean Zada, 70. "If I were
younger, I'd do it myself."
The French Federation of Parachuting organized the event, which included sky diving teams,
military paratroopers, French celebrities jumping in tandem with experienced sky divers, and
a rescuer worker who jumped with his dog.
"I wasn't worried for even a second," said
Marie-Claire Restoux, who recently won the
world judo championship.

Analysts link decreased consumer
spending to Princess Diana! s death
The Associated Press

LONDON - Consumer spending plunged in Britain in September, the government reported today, and analysts attributed
the decline to the "Diana effect."
Florists, bookshops and record
stores had increased sales after
the death and funeral of Princess
Diana. But most other retailers

It left British retailers with an
were hit hard as Britons stayed
home watching television after annual growth rate of 3.7 percent
the Paris car crash Aug. 31. Vir- last month, down sharply from
tually every store in Britain 5.4 percent in August and well
closed for at least a half-day dur- below forecasts from London
ing her Sept. 6 funeral.
economists.
Total retail spending fell by 1.9
"We've never seen anything on
percent from August to Septem- this scale on a one-off factor,"
ber, the worst decline in more said Mike Dicks, who follows the
than six years, the government British economy for Lehman
said.
Brothers investment bank.
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In Paris 75 parachutists celebrated the 200th anniversay of the first successful parachute jump with
a jump near the Eiffel Tower.
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Tribe evens Series
The Associated Press

Auoclatcd Pratt photo
Center fielder Marquis Crissom congratulates Tribe reliever Brian Anderson after Crissom caught the
last out in the seventh inning.

BG swim teams look
to talented youngsters
□ Both teams are looking for improvement
from last year's finishes.
By MICHAEL LEONARD
TheBG News
The Bowling Green swim
teams come into this year full of
hope for the future of the program.
That hope is justified given the
strength of BG's sophomore and
freshmen classes this season.
The coaches of the MidAmerican Conference are not
putting much faith in the Falcons. The women's team was
predicted to finish fifth in the
MAC preseason coaches poll,
while the men's team was tied for
sixth. These were the exact same
places that BG finished in last
year's MAC Championship meet.
Despite the predictions, BG
coach Randy Julian is predicting
a good season for both of his
teams.
This year's women's team is
looking to continue its climb back
to the forefront of the MAC, a position that it occupied until the
early -90s.
"Our focus this year is on getting better every competition,"
Julian said. "The development of
this team will be based on how
well our freshmen develop, how
healthy we are and how well we
compete."
The Falcon women will be captained by seniors Karen Painter,
Julie Hrusovsky and Jacqui
McRae this season. These three
will be expected to lead by example, as all three finished in the
top eight places in at least one
race at MAC Championships.
The underclassmen, however,
will be expected to fill a major
void left by a talented graduated
class. The Falcons' strength this
season will be a sophomore class
led by Nancy Simpson, school record-holder in the 100- and
200-yard backstroke, and Bethany Budde, who scored the most
points of any Falcon at MACs.
"Our sophomore class have
come in stronger and are training
at a level of intensity that I did
not see until we took our training
trip last year," Julian said. "We
think we're way ahead of the

^Swimming
game.
The women's diving team is
also a youth movement this
season. After losing NCAA Regional Qualifer Traci Sanderson
to graduation, a core of sophomores and freshman will be
forced to carry the load for the
Falcons.
"We'll be in a little bit of a
transition with our diving team,"
Julian said. "(Sanderson is) a big
kahuna to replace."
On the men's side, the Falcons
are looking to end a five-year
streak of last place finishes in the
MAC. Last year, lack of depth
doomed the Falcons in every one
of their meets.
This year, BG returns all but
one of last year's swimmers to
the pool. They will also be augmented by an excellent freshmen
class.
"We stressed in recruiting that
at BG, (a swimmer) can can come
in and have and immediate impact," Julian said.
Seniors Tom Stoltz and Kevin
Darling will captain the Falcon
men this season.
Tom Stoltz will be expected to
be the workhorse for the Falcons.
Stoltz, who already owns school
records in the 200-yard,
500-yard, 1000-yard and mile
freestyles, has had a spectacular
summer.
Representing his native
Luxembourg, Stoltz participated
in the European Championship
meet and qualified for the World
Swimming Championships In
Australia this January.
The Falcons will also rely on
sophomore Matt Johnsen who
brought back the Falcons only
individual MAC championship in
the 200-yard breast stroke last
year.
As was the case last year, junior Jeff Allen will be the primary
Falcon on the diving boards this
season.
The Falcons' schedule this
season Is rigorous. Three meets
are scheduled against Big Ten
teams this season including a
• See SWIM, page eight.

CLEVELAND - This World Series game had all the elements:
snow, wind, record cold and another big night by Sandy Alomar.
On an evening when flurries
fell at Jacobs Field, the only
thing that accumulated were
runs by the Indians. Manny Ramirez and Matt Williams
homered as Cleveland beat the
Florida Marlins, evening the Series at two wins each.
Alomar had three of the Indians' 15 hits and drove in three
runs, ensuring the Series will return to Miami this weekend.
It will surely be warmer at Pro
Player Stadium than in Cleveland. The 38 degrees at the start
made it the coldest since World
Series temperatures have been
recorded since 1975, and snow
fell for the first time in the Fall
Classic since Game 1 in 1979 at
Baltimore.
The weather, though, had little
impact on this game.
Instead, the Indians took a 6-0
lead after three innings and were
never threatened. Jaret Wright
outpitched Tony Saundcrs in a

I matchup of rookie starters as the
■ Indians won before a crowd of
44,877.
Game 5 will be Thursday night.
Orel Hershiser will start for the
Indians against rookie Livan
Hernandez in a rematch of Game
1, won by Florida
Despite all the Indians' hits.
Marquis Grissom had none. He
went O-for-4 and ended his
15-game hitting streak, two short
of the Series record held by Hank
Bauer.
Wright, 21, improved to 3-0 in
the postseason. He gave up three
runs and five hits in six innings
and is now 9-0 when pitching
after an Indians' loss - not bad
for someone who started the year
in Double-A.
The unusual weather was the
focus before the game. The Indians took batting practice in
snow showers as the stadium
sound system played "Winter
Wonderland" and "Jingle Bell
Rock" among others.
The snow did not seem to affect play, however. It was nothing like Game 3, when the
• See SERIES, page eight.

Indians 10, Marlins 3
W —Wright (1-0)
L — Saunders (0-1
Series tied, 2-2

GAME©

Tonight 8:20 p.m.
Jacobs Field, Cleveland
Radio: 1230 AM
TV: NBC (Ch

A Manns education

Senior linebacker Brian Manns9 career is ever,
but he remains an avid BGJbotball supporter
□ This weekend's
Toledo game would
have been Manns'
final home game.
By SCOTT BROWN
TheBG News
Fourteen Falcon football
seniors get their final shot at
rival Toledo Saturday.
Brian Manns isn't among
that group.
A senior linebacker from
Kenton, Manns was one of the
most talented players on the
Bowling Green defense until
repeated concussions forced a
premature end to his playing
career earlier this season.
Manns can only stand on the
sideline, unable to help his
senior teammates as they prepare for the biggest game of
their careers.
"Everyday my roommates
BCNr.i P»<x. kf Jamnr Mania
(offensive linemen Sam HeSenior Brian Manns had his college football career cut short by a series of concussions, including
at
6
mke and Cotton Phillips) leave
least two this season.
at 1:30 to come over to football,
and it feels like I have to come
Whatever happens 40 years
tive with the team, though He
with them," Manns said. "I
from now, however, Manns is
remains close with many of the
really don't have to because
hurting now.
players and tries to help out
there's really nothing for me to
"It's depressing," he said.
with the team as mi ch as posda
"Just thinking that you could
sible.
"I just sit around all anxious
be so much better out there but
"I come over a lot and watch
and excited. It's not that bad
not being able to prove it. I
practice and talk with the
until Saturdays and game time
never got to see what I could do
Brian Manns guys," Manns said. "Somerolls around."
Since entering the program this year."
Describing his concussions times I just stay home and do
Saturday
should
be
doubly
schoolwork."
in 1993, Manns has endured at
Manns has been on the sideleast 10 concussions, including bad for Manns, as it is the last
home game of his career and
Brian to have to finish like
lines for every game since he
at least two this season. Manns
that," BG coach Gary Blackney
was knocked out of the Lou- against hated rival Toledo.
decided to call It quits Oct. 6.
"I had a good game against
said. "He is a solid football
There will be another Manns
isiana Tech game Aug. 31, and
them last year, too," Manns
player, but even more so than
to take Brian's spot after this
then after just a few plays
said. "It's frustrating just
that, he Is an outstanding
season, however. Younger
Sept. 27 against Kansas State.
young man."
brother Jeremy, also a lineDoctors told Manns that knowing that you can't play,
One
constant
through
his
cabacker, lettered last year In his
playing more football could re- especially with it being my last
reer, however, have been the
freshman season at Michigan
sult In serious injury. He may season and my last game
concussions. They have come
have already suffered brain against Toledo."
State He Is out of school now
both on Jarring hits and on relManns started all six games
damage, but probably won't
but plans to attend Bowling
atively Innocent hits.
know the full extent of his In- i of the 1996 season, finishing
Green either this spring or
"I get hit and it just goes
next fall and play.
sixth on the team in tackles and
juries for decades.
black for a second," Manns
second on the team in tackles
"He has more athletic ability
Parkinson's Disease, the illsaid. "I open up my eyes again,
for a loss. He has played reguness that plagues Muhammad
than I do," Manns said. "I think
and I see yellow and green
larly since his redshirt freshhe'd fit right in here."
All, could be in Manns' future.
streaks. It's Just weird."
He could also never feel any
man year of 1994.
Manns Is doing his best to
Manns has tried to stay ac"It's very unfortunate for
after-effects.
still fit in as well.

"It just goes black for
a second."

Falcons searching for atonement at EMU
□ BG wants to make up
for a subpar run last
weekend and start rolling toward the MAC
Championships.

the Falcons do, they just might
salvage their season.
BG returns to Ypsilantl, Mich
Friday for the EMU open, one
week after struggling mightily at
the Central Collegiate Championships. The Falcons finished
eighth at that invite, nearly 200
points behind champion Eastern
By JASON McMAHON
TheBG News
Michigan.
More disconcerting, however,
The Bowling Green men's is that the Falcons were beaten
cross country team is seeking to out by Mid-American Conference
redeem Itself this weekend. If rival Toledo as well. The Rockets

scored 229 points to BG's 234.
EMU, ranked 13th In the nation, won with a 32.
"We were very disappointed
that Toledo beat us," BG coach
Sink said. "That was very upsetting to our team. It's something
that we're going to try and not let
happen again."
Thirteen teams competed In
the meet. MAC foes Western
Michigan and Central Michigan
were second and third, respectively, while Akron finished 12th

I

Senior co-captalns Cralg
Nleset and Tom Williams were
the only Falcons among the top
50 Individuals. Nleset ran a 25:44
over the 8,000-meter course t though Sink suspects it may
have been a bit shorter - to claim
31st place. Williams' 25:46 was
good for 34th.
Nleset and Williams ran close
to Toledo's No. 1 runner, but the
Rockets had four runners ahead
of BG's third, freshman Austin
Chapin (54th, 26:16).
■

"Outwardly, If you look at the the front the whole way."
BG has taken steps this week to
results It looks like we're going
downhill and we ran a terrible combat that problem. The Falrace," Sink said. "That's not the cons have focused on quick starts
case. We actually ran pretty well In practice.
"This week, all we've been
in the second third and last third
of the race, but in the first third working on Is getting out fast,"
we dug ourselves too deep a hole. Sink said. "This weekend, we're
"We got pinched off right basically going to almost sprint
away. It was a tight course, so if the first 100 meters, just to get
you didn't get out right away ... out Into It and then settle into a
our whole pack basically was in race pace
the last half of the field. So we
• See ATONE, page eight.
were battling to get back up to

BG News sportswriters tackle two sides of
the sports issues on every fanatic's mind
Don't rob Canada of
William
Mike
Sanderson
Leonard
its national pastime
BG News

r^ipp/cf/f^i^
'America'sfourth sport9
is overlooked too often
In many parts of this country, there are still only three
major sports leagues. Some
people will tell you about the
NFL, the NBA and Major
League Baseball, forgetting
the often-overlooked National
Hockey League.
This is a shame, because
most people who I meet have
never seen a hockey game.
There are many reasons for
this. Perhaps the biggest
reason is that until 1968, there
were only six teams in the
league. All of these teams just
happened to be in the Northeast, where ponds freeze over
in the winter.
NHL expansion to the deep
South Is a recent phenomenon.
Just in this decade teams appeared in San Jose, Florida,
Dallas, Phoenix and this year
North Carolina. So few people
have really experienced
hockey at a top level, that the
NHL can't help but be
underexposed.
One misconception is that all
hockey players are Canadian.
While they still make up the
majority of players at 60 percent, America is beginning to
produce many of the game's
brightest stars.
Just last year, the United
States won the World Cup of
hockey. That means our best
players beat their best
players. American-born NHL
stars such as Chris Chelos,
Brian Leetch, Tony Amonte
and Mike Richter were all a
part of that team.
Another big reason for the
NHL's difficulties has been
the sheer incompetence of its
leadership. For years the
league rotted under the control of John Ziegler.
It was Ziegler who decided
to leave ESPN in the 1980s for
slightly more money with
Sport schannel of America.
Never mind that Sportschannel didn't reach anywhere
near as many people. Under
Ziegler, the NHL hadn't been
on U.S. network television
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since 1980.
New leadership under Gary
Bettman has put the NHL back
on ESPN as well as FOX.
Hockey in Its purest form is
among the fastest-paced
sports in the world. Players
can skate upwards of 20 mph
and shoot pucks upwards of
100 mph. The frenetic combination of skating, hitting, passing and shooting is second to
no other sport.
I believe that the majority of
people who go to a hockey
game will enjoy it. Notice the
word go. That means watching
on television doesn't count.
One drawback to hockey is
that It doesn't televise well. By
watching hockey on television
you don't get the true feeling
of the speed and power of the
game. You can't appreciate
how hard a slap shot is until
you see, hear and feel one slam
into the glass behind the goal.
The camera follows the
puck, and the action around it
gets lost in the shuffle. At a
game, you look at what you
want.
Hockey Is still growing.
While all this expansion does
let more people see the game,
it is important that the supply
of players keep up the pace.
In some areas, there is beginning to be some obvious dilution of talent. Right now, I'd
recommend staying away
from the lower minor leagues
(ECHL and UHL). At the same
time, the NHL is a more than a
little expensive.
Try IHL.AHL or college
hockey. At these levels talent
is good and prices aren't bad.
Luckily, here at Bowling
Green, we get to see some of
the best quality hockey in the
area. Many of BG's stars now
play in the NHL.
The bottom line in hockey is
still growing. It took a while to
get started, but as more people
go to games and play the sport,
hockey will grow stronger.
Give hockey a fair shot, and
you'll be doing yourself a favor.

BG News
Sportswriter

Sportswriter

TODAY'S TOPIC

Is hockey deserving
of more recognition?
NEXT WEEK'S TOPIC

What is the greatest sports
rivalry of all time?
We want to know what you think about next week's
topic. Call us to voice your opinion: on campus at
372-2602 and off campus at 353-9315. Speak to
a reporter or leave a voice mall.

WHAT YOU SAID
JIM'S MOM SAYS...

They play hockey
in America?"
Margaret Tocco
North Olmsted, Ohio

t Tocco is BG News Spots Editor Jim Tocco's mother,
wffl be contributing her expert commentary to OFFSIDES weekly.

I

Why Go Anywhere Else? Why Go Anywhere Else? Why Go Anywhere Else?

So, ya wanna take our
national pastime south of the
border, eh?
Hockey is a sport that was
born and raised in Canada.
Now many Canadians are despairing that their national
pastime has been converted
into an American sport.
It has to be disheartening for
our neighbors to the north to
see teams like Wlnnepeg migrate south to such hotbeds of
hockey like Phoenix. It also
has to hurt when the National
Hockey League awards expansion teams to places like
Columbus instead of Hamilton.
Increased media attention,
and the prospect of larger
markets, has brought hockey
to the States In earnest. Canada deserves better than this
and any attempts by corporate
America to turn hockey into a
broad interest sport on the
level of basketball are ultimately doomed to failure.
If hockey were to receive
more attention from the
national media, it should be
because great American
players are starting to dominate the league.
Those who follow the NHL
realize that the league's player
ranks, which have been dominated by Canadians, are under
assault - from Europe. So, if
the NHL was to receive
heightened coverage in Sweden or the Czech Republic, the
situation would be understandable.
American players, however,
are still the minority in the
NHL. The reason why hockey
is getting more coverage in
America is because moneyconscious owners realize that
it's more profitable to set up
shop in the United States.
Many media types are heralding the southern migration
of the NHL as the start of a
new era for hockey. What they
are really doing in congratulating greedy owners for pulling
an Art Model on their previous
fan bases.

I'd be will ing to bet that the
citizens of Winnipeg and
Quebec know volumes more
l about hockey than the citizens
of Phoenix and Denver.
Even without the Canadian
I outcry, is the National Hockey
I League deserving of more attention at this point in the '90s?
True, the last five Stanley
Cups have been won by
U.S.-based teams. ESPN,
however, reports that NHL
games averaged a Nielsen rating of 0.7. By comparison,
WNBA games had a higher
average rating.
Translation: Most of America just isn't interested in
watching hockey.
Hockey does have some
niche markets in America, like
Minnesota, New England and,
of course, here in BG. On the
national level, however,
hockey does not have nearly
the fan base as basketball,
football or baseball.
Does hockey deserve the attention it currently gets?
Probably. However, look at
what It took for the game of
hockey to receive its current
level of media attention.
Wayne Gretzky, the greatest
player in NHL history, had to
abandon tiny Edminton for Los
Angeles. The Cold War ended,
allowing multitudes of untapped eastern European talent to
flood into the NHL
Most agree that there will
never be another Gretzky and
thus there will never be another megastar to play as an
ambassador for hockey. Also,
since there is no stockpile of
hockey talent left untapped, I
doubt that the NHL will ever
deserve the level of hype that
it has received In the '90s.
Keep hockey where it belongs - in Canada and the
northern United States and
don't force the game on places
with no tradition of the game.

MEET THE AUTHOR
Autograph Session
The University Bookstore
Presents

Chris Woodyard
Author of:
• Haunted Ohio
• Haunted Ohio II
• Haunted Ohio III
• Haunted Ohio IV
• Spooky Ohio

Meet The Author
Friday, October 24
12:00 noon - 2:00 pm

University Bookstore
1260 W. Alexis Rd.
(across from G.M.
Powertrain)

Two Step Above

269-0303
Why Go Anywhere Else? Why Go Anywhere Else? Why Go Anywhere Else?

Hours: Mon. - Thurs. 8-6
Fri. 8-5
Sat. 9-5

372-2851

■E2B
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Volleyball hopes to keep rolling
in games against Herd, Bobcats
After applying the brakes to a
four-match losing streak last
weekend with a win against
Western Michigan, the Falcon
volleyball team will look to keep
the momentum rolling when a
pair of Mid-American Conference foes invade this weekend.
The Falcons will host Marshall
Friday at 7 p.m. and Ohio University Saturday at 4 p.m. Both
matches are at Anderson Arena.
BG (13-8, 5-4 MAC) enters the
matches trying not to look past
the Thundering Herd and Bobcats, who are both below the Falcons in the MAC East division
standings.
"It's a big weekend because
they're both divisional opponents," Falcon coach Denise Van
De Walle said. "It would be nice
to be 7-4 in the MAC after these
matches."
Marshall is just 8-13 overall
and 4-6 in the MAC, but have
shown improvement in the past
few weeks. Ohio (6-17,0-9) is still
looking for its first conference
win.
The matches start the second
half of the MAC season, as the
Falcons will be meeting Marshall
and Ohio for the second time. BG
downed both teams last month on
the road.
With the second half of the
MAC schedule starting, teams
are starting to jockey for position
for the MAC tournament at the
end of the season.
"I don't want it to be a situation
where we need help from
someone else to make it into the

Volleyball

[

Johns(
BGNevvs
Sportowrfter

• WHAT:
Falcon volleyball vs.
Marshall, Ohio
• WHEN:
Friday, 7 p.m.
Saturday, 4 p.m.
• WHERE:
Anderson Arena

tournamnet or to host a match,"
Van De Walle said. "I want BG to
take control of its destiny, and I BG lineup, Keisha Wilkins has
established herself in the middle
think we can do that."
of the Falcon attack - and she
has made the most of the opporPesorda packs a punch
tunity.
The senior already has 171 kills
With the absence of starting
left-side hitter Melissa Lewis, and 98 blocks on the season. Good
many Falcons have had to step up numbers considering Wilkins
their level of play, led by right- had 184 kills and 74 blocks for
side hitter Kris Pesorda. The her career entering the 1997
sophomore has recorded 44 kills campaign. Wilkins' 1.26 blocks
over the last four matches and per game this season ranks her
has raised her hitting percentage fifth in the MAC.
from .220 to .255 during that
time, good for third on the team.
Around the league
Against Western Michigan last
With Miami's loss to Western
Saturday, Pesorda had a teamhigh 13 kills. In the second game Michigan last week, the MAC'S
alone, Pesorda recorded six kills East division got a little tighter.
during a pivotal stretch in the The RedHawks still lead the division with a 7-2 mark, but hold
game.
"Kris carried us through that just a one game lead over Kent
second game, with kill after kill (6-3). The Falcons are currently
in third place, two games back
after kill," Van De Walle said.
with a 5-4 record.
The five conference wins ties
Career season
BG's MAC total from last year
After spending her first three with seven league games remainseasons in different spots in the ing.

SWIM
Continued from page six.
meet at Ohio State on Dec. 6.
Despite all the hardships and
questions about this season, Julian remains confident that his
teams will be in a good position in
time for MAC Championships.
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SERIES
Continued from page six.
blustery conditions contributed
to 17 walks and six errors in Florida's wacky 14-11 victory.
The Indians scored in the first
inning for the fourth straight
game. Saunders struck out leadoff batter Bip Roberts, but it
was all downhill for the young lefty after that.
Omar Vizquel singled and Ramirez followed by going the opposite way for his fourth home
run of the postseason, a drive
into the right-field stands.
The crowd got another chance
to let loose moments later when
Matt Williams singled with two
outs and scored on Alomar's
double, making a neat hook slide
to avoid catcher Charles Johnson's swipe tag.
Florida, which committed half
of the six errors in Tuesday
night's game, made two wild
throws in a three-run third that
finished Saunders.
Ramirez drew a leadoff walk
and moved up on Saunders' poor
pickoff attempt. David Justice
got an infield single that shortstop Edgar Renteria threw away
when his back foot slipped on the
dirt, and Alomar added an RBI
single.
Rookie Antonio Alfonseca relieved with the bases loaded and
no outs. Tony Fernandez hit an
RBI single that made it 6-0, but
Alfonseca retired the next three
batters without any more damage.
Alfonseca, who replaced injured Alex Fernandez on Florida's roster for the Series, pitched
three scoreless innings.
Jim Eisenreich, whose home
run began Florida's rally from a
7-3 deficit in Game 3, hit an RBI
single in the fourth that made it
6-1. Only a nice stop in the hole
by Vizquel, who won his fifth
Gold Glove at shortstop earlier in
the day, prevented the Marlins
from getting more.
Moises Alou showed no ill effects from a flu bug when he hit a
two-run homer in the sixth as
Florida closed to 6-3. It was his
second home run of the Series.

Cooper Pool will host the women's championship meet in February.
"The women will move up in
(the) MAC this year," Julian said
"I believe the men are capable to
move up two or three places this
season and finally get the mon-

The women will open their
season tonight against Arkansas
at 5 p.m. at Cooper Pool. Both
teams will participate in the Tom
Stubbs Relay meet this Friday at
5 p.m. at Cooper pool.

Several league teams are
taking this weekend off in preparation for the MAC Championships, to be held Nov. 1 in Toledo.
Sink, however, is competing all
his runners in hopes of breaking
out of the funk they've been in
for the last few weeks.
"A lot of teams like to take the
weekend off before the MAC. I "m
a little leery," Sink said. "If a
team's running well, then I'm for

that. But if a team's struggling, mentum in its last race before
the MAC meet. EMU is the class
then I'm not."
EMU may hold out some of its of the conference, while Miami
runners, but still should provide has also been in the national
plenty of competition for BG at rankings. Ohio and WMU are
the meet, which will not be strong as well.
scored. Third-ranked Michigan
"We haven't given up on the
will also bring some competitors. top five in the MAC," he said. "It
"It's going to be kind of a small looks like the fifth-best team
meet," Sink said. "But the com- right now is Central Michigan,
petition is going to be there."
and other than their top two, I
BG hopes to build some mo- think we can run with them."

key off the back of the program."

ATONE
Continued from page six.
"The reason this team isn't going out and doing it is because
they're afraid to. Deep down, I
think they remember the beginning of the year when they went
out hard and died. But that was a
different time of the year when
we weren't in shape and it was
hot. Now it's not hot, and we're in
shape."

r

Howard's
Club H
Mon-Sat 12-2:30 am
210 N. Main

Sun 5-2:30 am

352-9951

Thursday
W. I. O. T. FM104 Rock Night
Black Fuzz and Circus McGurkis
Friday & Saturday
Rizzo

%JSJ±£

| • Pool' Video Games • Electronic Darts • Pinball"

Pagliai's Pizza
945 S. Main, B.G.
352-7571

Campus Pollyeye's
440 E. Court, B.G.
352-9638

caries ^

£
Large 1-Item Pizza and a
Quart of Pop
$6.50
(extra Items $1.50 each)
Delivery or Pick-up
"This special is only valid during the hours of the game.

FACE/OFF
Friday, Oct. 24 & Saturday, Oct. 25
8:00 p.m. & 11:00 p.m. showings
111 OlscampHall
Admission is only $2.00!
Sponsored By: ffl

Questions? Call 372-7164!

B.G. BARBER SHOP
Call or Walk In
412 E. Wooster, Suite B
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

k^

Free Parking In Rear

fc==

Phone 352-3316

TUckSonvirst

THE PUMPKIN PEDDLER
BRING
THE
FAMILY!

October 22nd & 23rd
10:00am to 4:00pm
Union foyer

15 VARIETIES
Hayrides on Weekends
Walk orRlde Through!
20354 N. Dixie Hwy. (South of 582) B.G.
For info, call 352-5961
Hours: Mon-Fri. 4p.m.- Dark
Sat. 9 a.m. -Dark; Sun. Noon-Darkl

SponsoredBy (UgJ©

Cl

Qjustions???Call372-7'164

Billiards and Sports Bar

*• \

EXPRESS

(across from Horshmon)

LOUJ6ST PMC6S IN TOWN
€V€fWDfW - M.I DRV - nil NIGHT

Tonight:

FLYING BLIND

Monday Night Football
Free Winas (limit 10)

I Every Monday

Arm Wrestling Challenge
Continues

IEvery Wednesday I

for MS Ugly
Challenge

Every Fri. & Sat.

MM*
Awarded to
Winners
19 and Over Every Night

l,

I

I Every Thursday

I

"Dead" Nite
KARAOKE
DJ and Dancing

Friday October 31 - Halloween
Costume Party - $Prizes
Come as your favorite Ghoul! 18+ Welcome!
i

J

Presents:
"BGSU-WEAR"
Giveaway!
To Enter:
Purchase any Hershey's product
and receive one entry form.
Drawing to be held Monday,
October 27, at noon at each
location.
Winners will be notified-need not
be present to win.
6 G SU
• ONE ENIPY PE» CUSTOMER PE» VISIT

i
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IIATTENTrONM
The Student Organizations Directory has arrived' This publication indudee a listing of al
registered campus organizabona and contact
people for each. Pick up your copy while supplies last in the Student Life Office, 405
Saddlemire Student Services'
___

The BG News
Classified
Ads

""Gamma Phi Beta '"Lil Phoeoe"*

372-6977

I'm your big you big I am
And I like lo eat green beans and ham
Hope Mg hunt n fun as fun can be
More fun's lo come, just wait and see

The BG Ne*« "ill noi tnowm|ly accept advcrtiwmenu
that di«rirntnatt. « encourage diicnmiaatMM ^imtl my
individual or group on the bam o(race. «i .color, cited,
religion, national origin, total orientation, disability.
ataMa a a •ettnn. or on the baut o( any other legally
protected itatu*

"•Gamma Phi Beta '"Lil Phoebe""
"'SPRING BREAK..TAKE 2" Organize
groupl Sell 15 Take 2 Free. Jamaica, Canaan, Bahamas, Panama City. Key West Day
tone. Barbados, Padre $ More. Free Parties.
Eata ft Drlnka. Sun Splash Tours
1 •800-426-7710

The BG Ne-» reaerve. (he nghi to decline, diiconiinue
or revue any ad*enuement wen ai those found » be
defamatory, lacking in (actual bain, mnleading or falae
w nature All advertisement, are uibjctt u> editing and
approval
The BG Newt, at a forum open lo the public, rccognim
the imprHMbilny ol preventing all of thit type of adverii ung and ihere'orc encourage* our readen lo beware
Alwayt be familiar with a nwiineu before tending money
or providing personal credit information Pirate remember, if it Mundi too good to be true, it probably »

Alpha Phi' Alpha Phi
No Martin and Sarah Hamim
Welcome IO the famiryl
We love you
Jody. Kelly. A Sharon
ALPHA PHI ALPHA PHI ALPHA PHI
LiTSuaanI m so proud to have you as my
Itoa. Welcome to the family'
Love. B*o Penny
ALPHA PHI ALPHA PHI ALPHA PHI
ALPHA PHI • LITTLE KARA ■ ALPHA PHI
Welcome io the famiryl
We love you'
Love Big Julie
ALPHA PHI • LITTLE KARA ■ ALPHA PHI
ALPHA PHI" LITTLE BROOKE ' ALPHA PHI
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GPHIB "'LI KIM "'GPHIB
Car na Don s are pmk
Here * your due
I hold an office
And attend classes too'
The crescent moon is yellow
And hangs m the sky
I could tai you Tm a Taurus
But that would be a lie.
B»g hunt has begun
And May never be through
But that's okay
Cause 111 always love you'
G PHI B'" LOVE YOUR BIG " G PHI B
G Phi B G Phi B Lil" Mary G Phi B G Phi B
October. November, December
April. May, June. September
Soon these rhymes will be depleted
And my family will be complete
Who know when Big Hunt ends
Just remember thai well always be fnends
Love your Big

•ALPHA PHI'ALPHA PHI*
Lil Brooke
Lions, bgen and bears Oh My I
Our family has grown in size
Grandhnle Kim, I'm glad to see
that you're pan of our AWESOME family.
Love your Grandbig Susie

You can help u» by calling the advertising department ai
»I9 .'7::ht)5*uh>ourcomplj.niiand»imge*iK«i« We
atk thai you pleaac prov id* your name. addrcn. and phone
number, along with four ipecifk: torn menu With WMI
help we can make The BG Nr-i a be lie. pubticaiion

'Gamma Phi Beta'
LITTLE JOOI
You're off lo great places I
Today is your day I
Your BIG is waiting'
So get on your way I
LOVE, BIG?
'Gamma Phi Beta'

CAMPUS EVENTS
MJnl vavnJty Ambaiudot Applications'
vt dua Friday, October 24.1007
by 5:00pm. Turn m at the MHtfi Alumni
Cantor, any quaaDona carl Siaoty 372-4005

111' Spring Break Cancun 8 Jamaica $3791
Book Early - Save! Get a group • Go Freel
Panama Dry $1201 South Beach (Bars Close
Sam) $1291 springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

A Cup of Curtura
TniawaaK spaakar: Bonika
Tima:Od.23.8-0pm
Place: Oflanhauar Waal, 1st floor lounge
Topic: The uniqueness ot people & culture in
Nigeria. Africa.
Experience the culture diversity on campus
and kid your stereotypes Stop by and join ual
Free snacks A dnnkal
Organized by World Student Association

ALPHA CHI OMEGA
The sisters of Alpha Chi Omega
would like to congratulate Mindy Pasztor
on her pearling to Jason Bogar.
Best Wishes I
ALPHA CHI OMEGA
ALPHA CHI OMEGA
The sisters of Alpha Chi Omega would l*e
to congratulate Macqueiine Grays on her
lavalienng to Pi Kappa Phi Bryant Pickney.
Best Wishes'
ALPHA CHI OMEGA

ARE YOU SPOOKED?
How do your eating habits measure up?
Call the Center for WeUneas A Prevention
today for a tree nutntjonal assessment
Consultations will be available Tuesdays
0-11am.372-WELL.

ALPHA CHI OMEGA
The sister* of Alpha Chi Omega would like
to congratulate Angel Varvavo on har
lavaliering to Theta Chi Bnan Singer
Best Wishes!
ALPHA CHI OMEGA

Can you keep a straight face?
N so come play
YOU LAUGH. YOU LOSE I'
Winners gel cash & prizes'1
Thursday. October 23rd
8:00-0 30pm
Lenhan Grand Ballroom
FREEH
Sponsored by UAO
Ouesoons? Call 372-7164

ALPHA CHI OMEGA
The si sters of Alpha Chi Omega would like
to congratulate Kate Knsjanis on her
lavalienng to Beta Theta Pi Tom Cantor.
BesI Wishes'
ALPHA CHI OMEGA

FAR EAST ARTIFACT SALE
Ooobar 22nd & 23rd
10:00am- 4:00pm
Math So ©nee Foyer
Sponsored by UAO
Questions? Call 372-7104

AI PHA PHI" KIM MCHENRY ' ALPHA PHI
Welcome to our ALPHA PHI family
I'm so proud to have you as my I ittle'
Love. BigLauri

Halloween Grams
Union Foyer l0-4pm
Send a Friend a pumpkin
Cookie and a message
For only » 50
Oct. 23.28, and 30th
sponsored by Kappa Phi

Alpha Phi Alpha Phi
Baby Girl FarwtoOnly 58 more days until we
walk the walk) So Baby wake up
or you'll sleep right through the
whole thing I
Have a great day)
Love, Jennifer Suan
Alpha PHI Alpha Phi
Alpha Phi Heather A Anne Alpha Phi
To the newest members ol our famiry
Heather Pttchford and Anne Naish
You guys are awesome I
We love you I
Love. Lizzy. Heather & Rachel
Alpha Phi Heather A Anne Alpha Phi

How many people does it take
to change the world?
JuatOne-YOU
Come join us at BGSU Circle K
pan of the world s largest
Collegiate Service Organization
Everyone Welcome Wednesdays. 0:00
Ohio Suite 3rd Floor of the Union

Alpha Phi Heather Pnchford Alpha Phi
Of Little of mme
What a great family you're in
I'm so glad lo have you as my lisle
Love, Big Heather
Alpha Phi Heather Pnchford Alpha Phi

SERVICES OFFERED
Child care personally g«ven in your BG area
home. Specializing in infancy to pre-school.
Also experienced with handicaped children.Excellent references and resume. Fulltime Mon-Fri 352-7404

Alpha Phi" Alpha Phi' Alpha Phi
I love my little Kelly Modhnskil
Welcome to the VERY
BEST family'
All our love • Christie and Susan

GEAR FOR THE WILDERNESS
Backpacks, Seeping bags, hiking boots,
Waterprooffereathabte rainwear A skrwear
tents. Rockchmbing, canoes, kayaks.
Clinics and tripe now available
Canoe Shop 140 River Rd. Waterville. OH
(410)878-3700
www theCanoeshop com

Alpha Phi ■ Alpha Phi' Alpha Phi

ALPHA PHI'ALPHA PHI
I love my new family members.
especially my linlest star,' Brandy
Stacy I Welcome to the biggest and best
family in Alpha Phi.
Love. GrandBag Laurie
ALPHA PHI'ALPHA PHI

Pregnant??
FREE Pregnancy Tests
CONF IDE NT IAL and CARING.
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Welcome to the famiy
Weloveyoull
Love Bag Liz
ALPHA PHP LITTLE BROOKE'ALPHA PHI
Alpha XI Delta' Alpha Xi Delta
Thanks to Christy Nemeth and Katie Sauer for
representing our house at the Emerging
Leaders retreat last weekend! Great job guys!
Alpha Xi Delta * Alpha Xi Delta
AOIIAOIIAOII
Congratulations to our officers
of tie week: Kelly Pratt and
Melissa Hann' Keep up the hard work'
AOII AOII AOII
ARE YOU IN NEED Of A GOOO PART TIME
JOB?
UPS HAS PART TIME LOADING & UNLOADING
POSITIONS AVAILABLE
$8.50- $9.50/ HR
CONTACT 419-891 -6820 FOR MORE INFORMATION
UPS IN AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
Come be a Part of the Dream Team
Get Involved in Da nee Marathon
Committee Applications are Avaialable
in 450 Student Services
Applications are due by Oct. 20 @ 5pm
Any questions call 372 0530
Earn MONEY and FREE TRIPSM
Absolute Beat SPRING BREAK Packages
available!' INDIVIDUALS, student ORGANIZATIONS, or small GROUPS wanted" Call
INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS at
1 -800-327-6013 or http7A»ww Jcpi.com

GPhiB
Lil Sham.
Do you know who I am
Can you g uess my name
Soon there will be an end to this
little game
As Dme draws closer when I am revealed
the smile on my face will be
hard to conceal!
Hope you are having a great time!
Love. Your Big??
GPhiB
GPhiB'LilLee'GPhiB
It's funny how things work out
Maybe we were just meant to be
A fnend, a sister. a big and her little
The sweetest pair in BG
G Phi B' Love your Big * G Phi B
KARIOFELL • MAMA * KARIGFELL
Happy 21 SIM
Go get that SUB!
KARI OFELL ' MAMA ■ KARI GFELL

9QhAQ8
7a
Alternate Clothing •Winter Wear
• Beaded/Hemp Jewelry
• Imported Cigars • Clove
Cigarettes • Incense • Unique
Candles • Glass Curios •Tapestries
• Stickers • Posters
• 2004 Tees
445 E. Wooster

(At the railroad tracks)
Mon-Sat 11:30-9 Sunday 19-6

354-0176

G Phi B L.I Michelle G Phi B
The time is coming sometime soon
By the light of the cresent moon
You will see that I am me
Then you will really scream with glee.
Big and little pair we will be
The best pair in al of BG I
I love my Little
Love in TTKE. your Big??
G Phi B Li Liz G Phi B
LI Liz soon you will see
W* will be the best big little
pair in G Phi B. Do you think
you know who I may be? We
are all so eidted for you to
join tie family. Love your Bag
G Phi B Lil Liz G Phi B

GPhiB Lil Rachel GPhiB
Twmkle. Twinkle Little Star
Bet you wonder who I are
Your fam is close.
you soon will see.
That we are the best
Big/ Lil pair in BG.
Love in TTKE, Your Big?
GPhiBGPhiBGPhfB

g Phi B Lil Laura g Phi B
It's Big?? and Lil Laura
It's Big?? and Lil Laura
Don! you worry, soon they'll see
You're m the best famiry at BG.
I love you so much, I think you're
the bast. We'd stand out and above
ail the rest. So much I cant tell you
though I want to say. Donl worry little
one. it "s not far away I
I love youl Love. Your Bag
G'Phi'B'G'Phi'B
UI'MandyWould you, could you,
Guess who I am?
It won't be long tin
You're with Gamma Phis BEST FAM!
Love, Your BIG

G'Phi'B'G'Phi'B
G'Pni-BLilWItowG'Phi'B
One fish, two fish
Red Ash, blue fish
So donl you wish
You could get the dish??
Beware your big ts a bit outlandish
G'Phi'BG'Phi'BG'Phi'B
GAMMA'PHI'BETA
Lil' Jessica Meyer,
The clues are finished, and I bet
You're still guessing.
So here's my final word;
I promise you're gonna love your Big!
GAMMA'PHI'BETA

Gamma Phi' Lil Becca ' Ganima Phi
Gamma Phi * Lil' Sleph * Gamma Phi
Roses are red, soon you will see
What an awesome big/lti pair, the two
of uswilbe.
Are you my first kltte, a twin, or one
of three''
It doesn't mailer what you are, cuz you're
a great addition to our family.

We love you'
Love in TTKE. Big?
Gamma Phi * Lil Holly * Gamma Phi
What I like about you
You really stole my heart
Ever since the first rounds • when we met
I knew we'd never be apart
Gamma Phi ■ Lil Holly * Gamma Phi
GAMMA SIGMA ALPHA
National Greek Academic Honor Society
Are you..
An active member of a fraternity or sorontyA
tumor or senior
GPA of 35 cumulative OR any semester
APPLY @ 440 Student Services
Applications are due Nov. 7th Q 5pm
Questions- call Stacy & 352 9779
GPhiB GPhiB GPhiB
LN'Beth,
No one can tell me
Nobody knows
Where the wind comes from
And where the wind goes
No one can tell you
who tarn
Though you may guess
all you can
We will make an
awesome big/lil pair
without a doubt
and without a care I

Well...yes
it is.

Earn up to $1500 per yearl
with two hours a week. ■
Help others while eamins
money for yourself.
'
Donate plasma at
I
SeraCare Plasma Center. .
Call (419)531-3332 today'
for an appointment.
I

New Donors brins i
this ad and receive ,
$30 on first donation.,

Standardized tests
are predictable.
Understanding Ihcm
is what Kaplan is
all about.

KKG"KKG"KKG"KKG * KKG
Dear Lil* Tosha.
The Dme is finally hereAnd when you come tonight,
Donl forget your hiking gear.
tonight we might get crazy.
But it ts all in good fun.
My favorite flower is a daisy.
And I like to lay out m the sun
Here is your very last hint.
It is due number four.
My hajr has a reddish ont.
But I wont tell you anymore. Love Bag???
KKGa KKG - KKG' KKG ' KKG

Alpha Phi Heather A Anne Alpha Phi
I love my new grandhls'
Welcome to the family
Love, Grandbig Lizzy
Alpha Phi Heather & Anne Alpha Phi

O Phi B * Q Phi B ' G Phi B
Lil Ann,
Have you figured it out?
Whether you have or not please don't doubt
that you stole my heart
right from the start
Soon you and all of BG will see,
What an awesome bag/hi pair well be.
Love, Your Big?
GPhiB-GPhiB'GPhlB

PART TIME HELP ,
WANTED
i

KKG'KKG■KKG■KKG * KKG
Lil Chelsea
I know you think you know who I am
But believe me little its ail been a scam
From the first due lo this last due
Moat have been lies some have been true
I may not be your number one
But I promise tonight will be k>B of funi
Little I love you, so here's
your final due:
How can I kve without youl?
Love. Big???

Alpha Phi Alpha Phi
Now that it's all over,
there'a nothing new here
were STILL the beat Big/Little pair
once again this yearl
I love you. Little Fishi
Love. Big Weasel
Alpha Ph. Alpha Phi

Hope you had fun at Motley Crue
We were sad WITHOUT YOU.
Love, - Your Roomies

It's not like
we'll give

KKG KKG KKG KKG
LiiKnstyBeei.
You crazy girl
Irs loo bead you have a tavaJaer
« note pearl
Who cares cause it's time for due «4
AI promise it won't be a bore'
Some of my fnends call me Nancy Kerrigan
I shake so good it's just a sin
E nough about me it's your time lo shine
Oh by the way your boy sure is fine
GetEiotedi
Love.&g?
KKOKKQKKOKKO

KKG•KKG•KKG'KKG * KKG
L^ Heather Heban
Tonights tha night you find out who I am
And you will soon realize some of the clues
were scams. But do not worry; do not
dispair because we are truely the
beat big/lil par
I tova you IH
Get excited for tonight
Love your Big

GPhiB LH' ChrleeyGPhIB
From the very start
I knew you were my M at heart.
Carefree and happy just like me
Sisters forever we will be.
rm so proud to call you my hi sis
Every precious moment.
I promise not to miss
Moons and Stars
You and Me
We are the best big/lil pair
that can aver be!
Love in TTKE - Your Big
GPhiB GPNBGPhIB

you the
answers.

PURE
AND
SIMPLE
BOTTLED WATER

<*^r

Classei
forming
now.
Call today.

• Sodium Free • Chemical Free
• Natural Hydratlon
• Serviced and Sanitized Dally
• NAMA Approved
Open 24 Hours • Self Serve B.Y.O.B.
• Over 300 Locations

KAPLAN

Waiermill
Express

1-800-KAP-TEST
www.kaptan.com
'Course names sre registered tmdemarki
ol their respective camera

PIERCE BROSHAH

Look lor the little Walermills all over town.
CHI :;[:■!»; 951) FOB THE .CCAKI.'IEACES- I0U

LINDA HAMILTON

ORDER

DANTE'S

PERSONALS
ALPHA PHI' ALPHA PHI
Congratulations to my newest
family member Kelly Modiinski
Welcome to the Best Famiryl
Love, Grand Big Susan
ALPHA PHI* ALPHA PHI

1111 Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruise l 6
days $2701 Includes meals, free parties' Get a
group - Go Freel Prices increase soon - Save
S50isofinabreaktravel.com t 800 67b 6386

Here's to the little
that I'm happy to say is mme.
Keep your guesses going
though you'll never get it right
Very soon youH know who I am
And you it be excited tool

....... .|

ALPHA PHI'ALPHA PHI
I love my hi' Angel Christ)*
Hiemenz. Thank you for
being there when I needed you moat I
Love, Big Susan
ALPHA PHI* ALPHA PHI

SKYDIVE NOW" F ALL SPECIAL
JUST $100 00 PER STUDENT
Visa/Mastercard accepted SKYDIVE BG
Just 10 mm. from campus 352 5200

Gamma Phi 'Lil Becca ' Gamma Phi

PAYPERUIEW
ID learn how to

To My Favorite Little:
Welcome To The

enter Ihc

Biggest and

OL<t»NO
ACATION
'Vt'P&TAKCft

Rowdiest Family In
Alpha Phi!

GRAND PRIZE

Love, Your Big

HAWAIIAN

TRIP FOR V.

IvWrl

353-7767
425 E. Wooster
Ice • Fountain Express
Cold beer at state minimum prices
Fresh deli • Fresh gourmet coffee

t*5p^

3 ft

8 days, 7 nights with meals
and $500 in spending <-<>-h I

~ Money Orders Available ~
-ATM.

/

. RRST PRIZE
tOfifJU limp*

5 nights ai

a*&3*j*eV
. ->■"
.«ctmo mil
wirawitt - fci» i iWtti

2 nights al

30 PACK

$10.99

.

»

VflLCMO HOUSE §

nttn.unimsalstndies.cotn/ppv
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KKG•K KG•K KG■KKG'KKG
Lil Nina, in finally ths night, but whatsvsr you
do. don't put up a hoht Whan you draam btg
and urn tor ma wars, who knows, mayoa you'll
and up in Man.
Lova. Youc Groovy Big??

KKG - KKG • KKG • KKG • KKG
KKG•KKO'KKO-KKG■KKG
LintaJanca
Look lo lha lalt
Look to tha right

Who am I?
Youll And out Thursday night
MyhwuDark
My ay at ara Blua
II you'ia not caralul
ruTRCKyoul
Only Dma will tall
But. IH laava ona latl due
You may ha a Iwm. sine* I'm rjldar than you
KKQ'KKO•KKO•KKO'KKO
KKO•KKO•KKG•KKG•KKO
Lil Stacy.
My iiffla butisrfiy with w»igt.
You ara about to ba »at traa.
What you must ba thinking
Your mind is probably running
lika a busy oaai
Gal raady tor tonight,
Cause It will ba a light'
Lova.
Your Big
KKO'KKO•KKO'KKG•KKO
KKO' KKG 'KKG - KKG ' KKO
LtmeEgk,
Thursday night Is finally hare, ao aland up,
lump around and cheer! I cant wall tor you
lo discover who I am, some bigs will foka,
but this la no acaml Bunerfliea ara your
favorite and 3011 do I lova, aa big n 1 pair wa
m Mae a glove. So gat exerted, ecream and
yen tec sues tonight, my Identity will tell.
Love Big
KKG * KKG•KKO•KKG'KKO
KKO•KKO•KKO•KKG•KKO
UNrtsMtt
Tonight IS tha night
no more clues
Do you have a guess
before you sea who?
You will have visitors al about 8pm.
Please ba there little), this is a sat data
Just a law hours ill you saa
Your family loves you in KKG
Lova Always. Big
KKO•KKO•KKO•KKG■KKO

KKG * KKG"KKG■KKG■KKG
lil Dabby.
Hty little Debby. do you know who I anV
Well maybe not yet but tonight you can
We've watted alt week and
tonight youll see
What an awesome bio/M pair
you and I will be
Here's one nice clue before I go
I have a new puppy. I thought
you should know I love you I. iH
Love. Your B»g?
KKQ"KKO"KKG■KKG * KKG
KKG'KKG * KKG'KKG * KKG
Deer little Shannon, here's due number tour.
OK) I tool you last night, did you think you knew
I have Wondish brown hair, and a boyfnend on
the coa»t. and out o' all the boys, I tove him .he
most. My roommate is a rah rah girl, who loves
10 jump and scream. UnU we meet again little. I
hope you have sweet dreams
KKO'KKG'KKG"KKG■KKG
KKO*KKO'KKO"KKG'KKO
Dear little Jess, han't clue number (our
I have blondish brownish hair and my
eyes are blue
I love you iitiie and we'll be so great.
tor the week to be over I can hardly wait
Dear little Jess, it's time tor me to go
but there's one last thing I think you

should know
I have a tatoo. thai is a daisy, and
baby your big is so crazy
Love. Your Big
KKGa KKG a KKG-KKG-KKG
KKG•KKO•KKQ"KKG'KKG
LH' Krw Ludeman.
The New York queen.
You're m tor a shock.
You'll tee what I mean
Together we rock
and thai is a (act
Look torward lo Umghi
there's no turning back'
Love, Big*"
KKG•KKG-KKG■KKG■KKG
KKG'KKG * KKG * KKG'KKG
Dear Alexa
LilhlinOflenhauer Hall
You're the (.vest ol them all
tonights the night so don't be late
You AI have a date with late
I love you li) your the best so
come on over A well put you
to the leet.
Love your Awesome Big

KKG-KKG'KKG■KKG'KKG
■

" Super Coupon '

™

^

Open 4 p.m. weekdays •
Lunch weekends

PIZZA
SALE!
COUPON GOOD THRU 11/30*7

SMALL
1 ITEM
PIZZA
MED
1 ITEM
PIZZA

Little Mar sa Sparks.
BioA'l week is almost through
It's time to ponder one more due.
If you don't know who I am
I don't really give a d?l*
I'm only kidding littMiNo it's time ID start your nddle
I'm form a real popular town
just about two hours down
Have you figured me out yet?
Hope not. because Big/Lil week
has really put me in debt'
I love you-Love. Big7
KKG"KKG'KKG■KKG * KKG

KIRK'S

LARGE
1 ITEM
PIZZA
EX. LG.
1 ITEM
PIZZA

KKG'KKG"KKG■KKG'KKG

COIN LAUNDRY
*
*

—^
i^^ouHsrsr*
Add ■ Huge Order of [T."""

OPEN 24 HOURS
75tf washes

Breadstlcks S2.25

cleaning your
laundry
lor 34 years

I ■nzzer 203
L

FREE DELIVERY
352-5166

709 S. Main St.
352-0397

KKQ * KKG * KKG•KKG'KKG
Oh, lit'Kane
It seems like lately
I've been giving lots of dues
just making you blue and confused
Don't you worry or fret
cause I would certainly bet
come 9pm lomght
Youll be surprised by the sight
by who I will be
We are the best big/lil pair in ail KKG'
Itoveyouhl'l

KKG * KKG * KKG■KKG * KKQ
Lil Kate
This is your last and final due
So don't be sad and don't be blue
We have atot in common. We go to
the parties We talk on the phone
about our hollies Getexotedhl
0U2 tonight's the night you will be
part ol our awesome Kappa family
Love, your B<g
KKO • KKG■ KKG * KKO ■ KKO
KKQ * KKO'KKG■KKG■KKG
li" Lisa Case.
I hope this week hasn't been too tough
But by tonight you"K know enough
To help you a little more, here's due '4
Oh my cute lil' from Dayton
This whole week you've been waiting
Sweet HI' Case
I cant wail to see the surprise
on your face1
Pretty Pretty Pnnoass. I must confess
In your room I made a big mess'
I LOVE YOU LIL'I
Love. Your Big?

KKQ * KKQ * KKQ * KKG■KKO
Lambda Chi Alpha Delta Gamma UAO
The brothers of Lambda Chi Alpha would like
to thank the women of Delta Gamma, tie
women of UAO, and friends for helping us get
ready tor the 5th Annual North Amencan Food
Drive
Lambda Chi Alpha Phi Mu
The brothers of Lambda Ch. Alpha would like
lo congratulate Dave Foss on being chosen as
Phi Mu pledge class Phi-guy Way to go Pre S
kooli

KKG * KKG•KKG■KKG•KKQ

Lil Christy - Lil Christy * UJ Christy
Little Chnsty reach tor the stars
Youll soon find out who we all are
One, two, or maybe three
I'm so happy that you picked me
We're all excited we hope you are too
You're the best little. I'm glad
I got you I

KKGa KKG < KKG•KKG * KKQ
Lil' Laura the time is near
Big/liT night is finally here
So who am I' Tonight you'll know
As Big and Lif' we'll steal the show
My dues haven't ail batn exactly nght
Which ones are true youll
find out ton^jht
Keep on guessing but this due is KEY
No one in the house has the same name as rrx
I love you Lil' Laura' Love. Your Big
KKG -KKG " KKG * KKG ' KKG
KKG'KKG * KKG'KKG * KKG
lil* Cheryl Lockhart
You're one of a kind,
Come out tonight,
and see what you *nd
The best b.g- little
pair we will be.
at the end of this riddle
you'll see who I be*
Love, &g?
KKG * KKG • KKG■ KKG ' KKQ
KKO * KKG ' KKG * KKO ' KKO
Lil'Ketfy.
Tonight. HI, we will finally meet.
Youll find me on a one-way street
And you will get a tasty treat1
For you are one little I'm glad I took
Well give Kappa one hell of a newiook'
Tonight will be one tor the memory books
Love, Your Big
KKQ * KKO * KKQ * KKG * KKO
KKQ • KKG ' KKG • KKQ • KKG
Lil" Trish •
Tonight is the night when it all unfolds
Open your eyes and see what
this night beholds

PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
ADOPTION IS AN OPTION
A warm, caring couple will give your baby a lifetime of love, security A wonderful opportunities
Please call Karol A Rob at
1-800-292 5363 or call I 800-927 7222 & ask
for Karol & Rob's profile of information.
Thon On! Thon On! Then On! Thon On!
All New Organizations Involved with Dance
Marathon 1998
A Mandatory Meeting with the DGR's for
the New Organizations
When: October 23.1997
Where 1007BA
lime 9-1 5pm
Any Questions Call 3724)530

KKG • KKG 'KKG • KKO " KKG
Dear Lil Ally.
I'll never forget that first day when we met We
had so much fun when all we did was crack on
our nuns Now do you think you know who I
am. and are you ready to join my AWESOME
fam In just a tew more hours, you wil be all
ours. Love you ions.
Your Big
KKO "KKG " KKG ■ KKG ■ KKG
KKG " KKG * KKG • KKG • KKQ
Lil' Lindsay.
Tonight's the night
111 end the guessing fight
Oh, I forgot - one final clue.
I have hair of otonde and eyes of blue
And don't forget that I love you >
Tonight when you open your eyes.
Who knows you might be in Poiieyes'
■ toveyoulin
Your Big
KKQ * KKG * KKQ - KKO * KKQ

STEAK
When you purchase
the dinner Super Buffet
ajjkat the rcg, price of $6.99

Gymnast lea In «t rue lore
Part-time. Pre-school through intermediate
tumbling classes. Apply at the Catholic Club.
1601 Jefferson Ave 243-7255

1-4 subleasers needed Immed
from campus. Call 354-2427

Housekeeping staff needed tor the STUOENT
UNION HOTEL Some weekend work required 15 40 per hour Contact 2-2741 tor ap
pltcaoon.

2 bdrm. apt avail, immediately. Furnished or
unfurnished. All util mciud. Call 352-1520

i -2 Subleasers needed Spnng semester
One bedroom house on Woosler
«30/mo 4 uN. 353-4037
12 subleasers needed ASAP for Spring Semester 1998. Close to campus $150 a month
for rent, plus gas and water Please call Chnstie or Jessica & 373 6001
Need 2 Dec Graduation Tickets
Call Carne ©353 4228
Roommates needed now A second semester
Own Room
353 0325
Subteaser needed immediately to Ml one room
in a two bedroom apt RentS258/mo Only pay
electnoty. Please call 353-0379
Sub-easer needed now or for spnng. Cheap
rent Close to campus Call353-2t9i
Subteaser needed tor Spring semester Close
tocampua $200month 3S3 3i6?

Female Spring Subteaser Needed. Huge
house w/ own room. $l90/mo plus uW. Dose
to campus ft bars. Fnendly roommates.
353-7905.
Large 1 bdrm ft lots of storage No pets. 1 yr.
lease, $400 including utilities/mo
352-1268 or 354 0229
Now available Mount Vernon Apts 2 bed
room, fully furnished, util. provided . balconies,
laudry facilities, on-siie manager. Rent nego
liable. Call now 352 9909
NOW AVAILABLE
i ft 2 bedroom apts. Close to campus
Call 352 9378 for rates

Recreation Leaders
Child care counselors and/or K3C Course In
structors (mdudes climbing wall). Pan time
Training available Apply at the Catholic Club.
1601 Jefferson Ave 243-7255

STUDENTS
Earn extra money while receiving personal
satisfaction assisting individuals with menial
disabilities Part-time and substitute positions
avail able.
If interested, please come to the Anne Grady
Center to complete an application
ANNE GRADY CENTER
1525 EBER ROAD
HOLLAND. OHIO 43528
EOE
TA.S.P. International is currently interviewing
highly motivated, hard working BGSU students
to fill management positions across Onto Gam
real world experience) to buikt tor your future
Internships and co-ops available, average
earnings $7000 $9000 Interested students
who want more information call
1 800 543-379?
Tutor needed. Eve. hours 2- 3 hra. Mon a Thum. ft possibly 2-3 hrs Sun. Afternoon.
$8*ir. 287-4622.
Village ton "CygnetOH
taking applications for barmaid
position Pt time. eve. hours
Must have own transportation
Must be 21 ft over ft dependable
Apply in person at
The Visage Inn
297 Front St. Cygnet OH

Subleasers needed tor spring semester
Perfect tocaton/ cheap rent
Call Carrie 352 8786

Si500 weekly potential mailing our circulars.
Free information Call 410-347-1475

FOR SALE
FAR EAST ARTIFACT SALE
October 22nd - October 23rd
1000am-4 00pm
Union Foyer
Sponsored by UAO
Questions' Call 372-7164

Sublessor Needed for Spnng 1998
$258 month A gas and e*ec
Own room and spacious dosets
Call Amy @ 354-2159or leave message

ADVERTISING
SALpS
The BG News is
looking for highly
motivated individuals
who are seeking
meaningful
sales/business
experience. Help local
business owners
increase their sales
through the effective
use of newspaper
advertising. Get paid
based on your
abilities.

Apply Today @
204 West Hall

To apply, stop by Commons
Dining Hall. For more
information, call 372-2062,
or 372-2563.

Deadline for Applications is
Friday Oct. 24th (Bring your
resume if you have one)

$

^m

^^

i pi^a

$1.50 I

....44.1...,, .... H ....... J

$£99

Sublease' needed @ Summit Terrace apis 1
bdrm. A/C, carpeted, transportation to and
from campus Laundry facilities, and living
rm.fum avail @ a i time add. cost Call Sean
■g$37S/mo ■ util 352-6408

•Must be available to
work Spring Semester
'98 to Spring '99
-Jr. status
-own transportation
-energy & enthusiasm
-goal-oriented

Baker's Assistant at University Bake Shop.
Workers will be assisting bakers with the
production of baked goods. Hours are from
11:30 p.m. to 3:30 a.m., Sundays through
Thursdays. Shifts are available.

7"

RENT BY NOV 1 GET 10% DISCOUNT I
bdrm. unfurnished, 2 bdrm. lurniShed/unfurnished 354 6036

Requirements:

HELP WANTED!

j
I

2 bdrm. furnished 831 7th St Apt 4 $300 and
up. Avail Now laundry within building. John
Newlove Real Estate 354-2260

1 800-446 6355 * www sun breaks com

1 sublv needed immediately 2 bdrm. 2 bath,
own room Close to campus CHEAP RENT
354 6397.

Two blocks

1/2 Subleasers needed immediately for big
one bdrm apt on S Enterprise Please can
Shauna & 352-2559.

Rally's is Looking for hourly and salaried Man
agers and Team Members. Excellent benefits
Immediate openings. Interested? Please call
419897-0675

...J..I

Pick-Up Special
I Medium Pepperoni Pizza

I

1 subteaser needed Spring semester. Large
house ft own room 2 blocks from campus &
bars tl54/mo • 1/6 util Call Laura @

Spring Break '98 * Cancun From 1389
Rape wanted I Sel 15 and QO free <
18 Free Meals, Lowest Prices Guaranteed'

WANTED

"|Er -

Across from the Stadium

1 bdrm, unfurnished. 134 1/2 W. Poe Rd.
Siove A Refridg provided John Nevriove Real
Estate 354 2260

Part-time Student Employment
Are you looking for part-time employment of 15
hours plus per week withm walking distance to
BGSU campus? Interested in working various
unskilled rob* In assembly, packaging, etc?
Rate of pay is 15.15 per hour. Apply in person
between the hours of 9am-5pm, Mon.-Fn. at
Advanced Specialty Products. Inc 428 dough
St BG 43402

Wool Sweatee S39 95
Wool Gloves S5 00
Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge St
352 8333

i

STEAK & SEAFOOD

* Listings available for 98-99
Will mail or you pick-up at
316 E. Merry #3 3530325

Lifeguards
Part-time. Certifications required Apply at the
Cathohc Ctob, 1601 Jefferson Ave.
243-7255

I 4(1(1 Order of Breadsticks
I^BsM»i<ti.n i

544 E. Wooster
in Bowling Green

FOR RENT

Dancers - Now hiring for the
*1 Gentlemen's Club in Toledo
Travel ft magazine modeling available
DejaVu 419-531 0079

j Large 2-Topping Pizza ]

VMIHHINKIIjllRIII
IjmnnlTnm-OtVr
Rrwntr i»» »»*«M

Premier Resort camping membership. Two for
the price of onel Coast to coast membersi
Many amenities $6,000 negotiable.
Call 1 800 956 3630

Coaches assistant, varied hours. Must be
available some lunches 6 weekends, apply
b/w 2-4 Mon. - Fri. Elks Club 200 Campbell Hill
Rd

HELP WANTED

All You Can Eat

PowerMac 5260/tOO ink jet ind 16/840 14m
extensive software. Ethernet and 33.6 modem.
Pnce negotiable aletghe€>bgnet

ATTENTION STUDENTS
Now hiring for Fall 8 Spring Semesters
Part Time
Less than one block from campus
$6VHR STARTING PAY
3 shifts available
A Shift 7am-10am
BSh.fi: 10.15e#n-1:l5pm
C Shift: 1:30pm-4:30pm
Must be available to work 5 days per week on
same shift with possibility of working
2 M2 hours 6 getting paid tor 3
CALL NOW
before you register Spring Semester
354-8802
35*8703

WANTED You & Your Fnends
Groups to inck or treat for food items
on Oct 30 Items wil be donated to an
agency m Bowling Green If interested,
call Center for Wetness & Prevention at
372-9355 by Oct 27. Noon.
Refreshments for participants on Ocl 30

I love you
Love - Big ?
KKG • KKG " KKG ■ KKG ■ KKG

Garage Sale. Oct 24 26 9em-4pm
253 ManviHe Women's clothes, girl's dothes
to size 6. winter clothes, rn.se househokJand
toys

"€ARN FREE TRIPS * CASH,—
CLASS TRAVEL needs students to promote
Spring Break 1996! Sell 15 trips & travel tree'
Highly motivated students can earn a tree
trip * over $i0,000IChoose Cancun. Baha
mas. Mazaflan. Jamaica, or Florida1 North
America's largest student tour operator I Call
Now' 1-800 838-6411

Lil Jessica' Lil Jessica' Lil Jessica
Little Jessica shoot 'or the moon,
You*H meet your awesome family soon
I cant wait unii we're all together.
Gamma Phi memories will last forever.
I hope that Big Hunt has been a blast.
But come find your Big it's ending fast

Get excited and get ready to sing.
Youll be dancm' like a
real'Dancing Queen'

KKQ'KKO'KKG"KKG ■ KKGF
Lit Lisa H.
I've given you many tricks
Now here's your treat
We're the best B<g/Lil
pair youll ever meet
Eyes of green and curls we snare
Everyone will say. 'What an awesome pair'
Friendship is ours now and forever
I love you lil. always remember
KKO * KKG * KKG * KKG * KKG

Thursday, October 23, 1997

■
aa*B^4a4^»*S>
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354-4444
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1502 WOOSTER
I 5E? I^TUS^I^^T^^"''*''"^ (across from campus)
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I INSIDE: * Murder One

• Pie-Tasters

• Forest for the Trees

I

Tod McCloskey
Entertainment Editor
372-2603

"Quote of the Day'

'"Big Me' is 'Purple Rain,' but a little bit faster and sort of rearranged. It's very close; don't tell Prince that because he'll probably
sue me," Dave Grohl said about the Foo Fighters hit song 'Big Me' resembling a certain '80s hit song.

Jumbo Popcorn

Life Less Ordinary has romanticism and love

Robert
Szorady
BG Entertainer
Writer

How to be different
Feeling disenfranchised?
Rebellious? Maybe you're a
lonely freshman. You want
to attract attention, but you
don't know how. Or maybe
you're a grad student. Angry
and frustrated at the fact
that all your old classmates
ventured out into the real
world, you feel the need to
react. Against what? "The
Man," of course.
Yes, you're angry at adults,
policemen, teachers and, for
good measure, society. But
how can you outwardly
show your disaffection
towards these foes? Well,
dear readers, that is where I
come in. This week, I am
giving out some helpful
hints on how to be different.
(Note: Those who have
tattoos with any sort of
profanity or piercings any
where other than your ears,
you need not read further.)
First, clothes. Any sort of
clean clothes, tasteful clothes
or clothes bought at The
Gap, Eddie Bauer or
Abercrombie and Fitch must
be immediately discarded.
You don't want to get
confused for a fraternity
pledge or a Future Homemaker of America, do you?
People like that just don't
see the ugliness in everything as sufficiently as the
newly sensitive guy/gal like
you does.
No sports paraphernalia,
either. Sports are just too
common and vulgar for your
sensitivity. Practice one of
these replies when your
roommate next suggests
viewing a professional
football game at a local
eatery: "You just don't get
beauty, do you?," "I'd rather
stay home and read The
Catcher In The Rye," or "No,
thanks, I'm going to write a
poem about a tree."
Hopefully, by now your
wardrobe consists of nothing
but black jeans, shirts and
maybe a Kurt Cobain
memorial T-shirt. But what
really matters? How you
act.
Let us consider a hypothetical social situation. You
are standing sullenly outside
of your residence hall,
smoking (all those truly hip
smoke, you know), when a
fellow bohemian of the
opposite sex approaches and
makes eye contact. Pop quiz.
What should you do? Stop
reading right now and think
for a minute. Done?
It's a trick question. Those
who are as truly and deeply
different as yourself have no
time for such concepts as
"love" or "happiness."
When you dissect the
bleakness of the world on a
daily basis, most boyfriends
or girlfriends just don't dig.
Anyway, you're a loner. No
one understands you
anyway.
Now, on to music. Let's
take a look through your
CD. collection. Enya? Good.
Music that has no melody is
far superior to music with

continued on
page 11

Tom Denk
The BG Entertainer
Robert (Ewan McGregor) is
one of life's losers. He works as
a janitor at a giant corporation
but dreams of something,
something less ordinary, while
he writes what he hopes will
become the Great American
Trash Novel.
Beautiful and sharp-tongued
Celine (Cameron Diaz), on the
other hand, has never wanted
for anything in her short and
papmpered life as the daughter
of Robert's boss Naville (Ian
Holm). The grossest indignity
she can imagine is having her
credit card rejected. Like Robert,
she's bored.
Under normal circumstances,
these two souls would never
cross paths. But, the Spirits in
the Sky have other intentions.
Celestial cops O'Reilly and
Jackson (Holly Hunter and
Delroy Lindo) have just been
handed the toughest assignment
of their career: bring Robert and

Celine together, even if some
bones have to broken in the
process. If s impossible to think
the two would ever come faceto-face, much less fall in love.
That is, until Robert kindnaps
Celine.
Unfortunately, Robert is a far
cry from criminal mastermind.
In fact, Celine must guide the
hapless Robert every step of the
way, beginning with the
ransome note. The couple
plunges into a cross-country
odyssey of guns, robbery and
karakoe.
The director/producer/writer
team of Danny Boyle, Andrew
Macdonald and John Hodge
present their first American film,
after their two foreign sucesses
"Shallow Grave" and
"Trainspotting." The three were
swamped with offers from
Hollywood, but decided to
continue developing their own
projects.
Hodge wrote "A Life Less
Ordinary" shortly after complet-

ing the dark, claustrophobic
comedy-thriller "Shallow
Grave." With the new film, he
wanted to create something
more light-hearted and romantic.
So, naturally his mind turned
to kidnapping.
Hodge takes the brutal world
of kidnapping and undermines
many preconceptions. The male
lead is partially feminine,

whereas the female lead is tough
and no-nonsense.
For the film's setting, the film's
creators couldn't decide where to
set the movie. Originally, the
considered France or Scotland,
but they needed the diversity of
culture and landscape that could
only be found in the United
States.
continued on page 12

Celine (Cameron Diaz) shows off in a karakoe bar for (Robert) Ewan
McGregor in "A Life less Ordinary.", which opens today nationwide.

Hawke questions perfection
New York (AP)
I 'ili.in Hawke has absolutely
no future. That is, unless he can
fool people into believing his
genetic composition is, well,
perfect.
Ethan Hawke? No future?
Sounds ridiculous, doesn't it?
Don't tell that to Andrew
Nicol, the New Zealand screenwriter/director who has cast
Hawke in the upcoming sci-fi
thriller, "Gattaca." Hawke plays
Vincent Freeman, a "faith birth"
or noncngineered individual in a
society where progeny are
designed in petri dishes, diseases are eliminated and more
desireable traits are engineered
into the population. Faith births
are only suited for janitorial
work.
Though Vincent wears eyeglasses, a sign of genetic inferiority, he refuses to accept he is
only as good as his DNA profile.
Through determination and
ingenious subterfuge, Vincent
passes for a genetic elite, getting
himself selected to navigate
Gattaca Corporation's mission to
the planet Titan.
Then, just seven days away

from realizing his dream of
space travel, Vincent emerges as
the leading suspect in the
murder of Gattaca's mission
director. Can Vincent manage to
sustain the deceit and, through
sheer will, make it to Titan? And
can he do it without revealing he
is frightfully nearsighted?
In an interview, the 26-year-old
Hawke talked about "Gattaca,"
gene pools, perfection, the Dalai
Lama and magazine covers.
"All of us have been told we
can't do things we want to do,"
says Hawke. "It's the whole
question of whether or not we
can find the strength to go ahead
and believe in ourselves."
Man, not as Superman, but as
underdog that's what drew
Hawke to the "Gattaca" project.
The actor says he wanted to
explore the question of how
individuals realize dreams in the
face of overwhelming odds.
And this busy actor, whose
credits include critical successes
like "Dead Poet's Society," "A
Midnight Clear" and "Reality
Bites" says he's quite familiar
with the underdog role.
Hawke was born in Austin,

Texas, then moved to Princeton,
N.J., as a young boy. He started
taking acting classes at
Princeton's McCarter Theater,
landing his first professional
acting job at age 13 in George
Bernard Shaw's "Saint Joan."
Hawke's screen debut followed
shortly when he was cast at 14 in
the film "Explorers." He's been
working steadily since then,
though Hawke says, it hasn't
been smooth sailing.
"I've had my share of people
telling me I'm absolutely no

good at all. I've got those stories,"
Hawke admits, laughing. "I went
in for a soap opera, and the person
at the soap opera called my agent
and asked, 'Why would you send
such an untalented, snotty little
creature in here?"
"Or, like when my friends and I
were starting a theater company.
Everybody told us, 'Don't do it.
It's going to be awful. You don't
know how to direct a play. You
don't know how to put on a play.

continued on page 11

Ethan Hawke and Gwen Paltrow share a romantic moment in "Great
Expectations" a Twentieth Centory Fox production

Space Ghost remains a hero
Troy Reynolds
The BG Entertainer
Everyone has a favorite
fictional character from childhood, whether it be Topo Gigio,
-Scooby Doo or Clumsy Smurf.
For Scott Rosema, it's Space
Ghost, Hanna-Barbera's classic
cosmic super-hero from the 60"s
Saturday morning cartoons.
"He's so damn cool, just look
at him," Rosema said. "The
ebony black hood with the hawk
nose mask contrasted against the
snow white outfit; some things
in life just work so well when
combined that it creates a
primeval response that you can't
help but like it."
Rosema was the artist on the
most recent Space Ghost comic
book — excluding the recent
Space Ghost Coast to Coast
debacle. Published by Archie
Comics, the all ages comic was
released several months ago.
Featuring the original supporting cast of Jayce, Jan and Blip
the Monkey, the book's two
stories also contain appearances

\

by some classic villians.
"Ultimately it was serendipity
and hard work that made it
possible for me to work on
Space Ghost," Rosema explained. As a comic fan, Rosema
made the acquaintance of Steve
Rude several years ago. When
Rude became the artist for Space
Ghost for Comico in 1987,
Rosema decided that he had to
work on the character.
When the Comico issue did
not spawn a sequel, the property
of Space Ghost moved around
from company to company for
awhile. It wasn't until March of
1996 that Rosema learned from
Rude that Archie Comics would
be publishing a Space Ghost
comic. Rosema contacted Archie
immediately, but was told that
they already had an artist.
Disheartened, Rosema believed he had missed his chance.
Shortly afterwards, however,
Rosema was informed by the
editor that the other artist was
unable to work on the book.
Production on the book was

alreadv in progress,
oroeress. so Rosema
already
was able to start working right
away.
He not only penciled and inked
the book, but he was given the
chance to color it when the
planned colorist fell through as
well. "Except for the script and
the lettering, everything in the
book is mine," said Rosema.
Even the painting on the cover,
which he originally created for
someone at a comic book convention long before he even
knew about the Space Ghost
comic.
With the look and feel of the
original 1960's cartoon, the book
was well received. Unfortunately, a few weeks after the
book was released, Warner Bros,
bought into the Turner Company, which owned the rights to
all Hanna-Barbera characters.
With that, Warner Bros, gave the
comic books rights to its subsidiary, DC Comics. While DC did
publish the unsuccessful Space
Ghost Coast to Coast comic,
further appearances of the
character do not seem to be

Cartoon Network's Space Ghost
appears on his first edition comic
imminent.
"When they made the deal, I
was currently penciling an issue
of the Herculoids, which I had to
stop," said Rosema. "Right now

continued on
page 11

I

In the
spotlight...
Porn shown at
Crue Concert
A pornographic video
was shown on at a Motley Crue concert in
Pittsburgh last Sunday.
But, the video was not
put on by the band. The
video, depicting a naked
woman performing oral
sex, unintentionally
came on behind for DJ
Larceny, who led a chant
for "porn ... porn ...
porn."

Three big
names to enter Rock Hall
Fleetwood Mac ends
its four-year denial by
the Rock n' Roll Hall of
Fame, joining Billy Joel
and The Eagles for this
year's new inductees.

Tarantino in
fist-fight
Quentin Tarantino got
into a heated arguement
with Don Murphy, coproducer of "Natural
Born Killers" at
Marimax's Harvey
Weinstein restaurant.
Tarantino and Murphy
then entertained the
diners as they started
fighting.
Lawerence Bender,
Tarantino's partner
stated after the fight,
"This (fight) was a
misunderstanding which
resulted in a handshake
between Don Murphy
and Quentin Tarantino."

Top Ten
80's Movie
Theme
Songs
l.Take my B reathe Away/
Danger Zone (Top Gun)
2. Ghostbusters
(Ghostbusters)
3. Man in Motion (St.
Elmo's Fire)
4. Nothing is Going to
Stop Us Now (Mannequin)
5. Don't You Forget about
Me (Breakfast Club)
6. Footloose (Footloose)
7. Glory of Love (Karate
Kid II)
8. Power of Love (Back to
the Future)
9. Axel F (Beverly Hills
Cop)
10. Eye of the Tiger (Rocky

iii&rv)
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Howard's Club M
Mon-Sal 12-2:30 am
Sun 5-2:30 am

210 N. Main

352-9951

Friday & Saturday
RiZ20
Sunday
Modest Mouse
Bands start at 10 p.m

"'l^hx

Pool • Video Games • Electronic Darts • Pinball • ]

Come Help The
Bowling Green College Republicans
Root The Falcons To
Victory Over The Rockets!
Where: Visitors Center 10 a.m.

For Elderly. Handicapped Persons. & Children 4-13 w/Adult
Transii ID. Card Required'
"Amiable al Grant'* Admimimmr'i Offic*. J54-620J

»

Discounl Taxi Tickets Available. Please Call 354-6203 For Information.
▼

Children Ride Free'
'4 Years or Younger, or Under 40 Pounds, with an Adult
Chiditn MUM R»k in ChiW Rrwainl Seal* Provided
▼

Van w/ Lift Available: Wheelchair Access & Group Sealing

Hours: 6:00 a.m. - Midnight
Monday - Saturday
kenneled Hour* on Holiday*
This scmcc i\ financed in pan from
an operating awivunce grant Irom
ODOT&FTA

Service Area Bowling Green
Pleaie lei driver know how
many pervom will
be nding

B.G.Taxl352-0796

^BGTavi informal ion iv
available in large print
and audio tape format
upon mjucM
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Ska band, Pie Tasters,
delivers raw music
Mike Hammer
The BG Entertainer
Hey kids, have you heard
about that new thing called Ska.
It's that style of music derived
from reggae and mixed in with
some punk. The kind of music
that has the horns in it; you
know, like The Mighty Mighty
Bosstones. Well, the Bosstones
have done more than their fair
share to popularize ska, but
many people still don't know
what good ska sounds like. Here
is your chance to find out.
This Saturday night, at The
Main Event in Toledo will be a
concert of gigantic proportions,
with one of the best ska bands
around — The Pietasters. The
group started out playing punk
covers about seven years ago in
Washington D.C. They decided
punk wasn't their ticket, and
since they all listened to ska,
they learned some ska covers.
After success with the ska
covers, they started writing their
own material, and here they are
today.
The Pietasters have released
four full-length albums including 'T'otomp." "Ooolooloo"
and "The Pietasters are Strapped
Live." Their newest effort
"Willis," released a month ago,
has received excellent reviews.
The Pietasters have relesed all
of their albums on their own
record label, Slug Tone. They
have also been on a plethora of
ska compilations.
The Pietasters are your
traditonal drink beer and sing
about girls ska band. As typified
with lyrics from "Maggie Mae
off Ooolooloo," "A bar maid
beauty in a tight black dress,
pours our beer and cleans our
mess/Answers to the name of
Maggie Mae and when we see
her whatta we say / Maggie Mae
bring us another beer, we need
another beer, to take away our
troubles here."
The brass section is
phenomonal, and since The

Pietasters have gone through
some line-up changes lately, they
sound even better. Still a nine
piece band, they rock a club like
nobody's business. In fact, the
last time I saw them, they
covered the "Fat Albert" theme
song. You just don't beat that.
Opening up for The Pietasters
are Bouncing Souls and The
Smooths.
Main Event is located on 137
Main Street in Toledo, and is
commited to catering to an everchanging music scene with
shows ranging from the excellent
ska of The Pietasters to the rap
of the Insane Clown Posse.
Doors for The Pietasters show
open at 9 pm, it is an all ages
show. Tickets are available
through Ticketmaster, Boogie
Records or at the door. Come on
out and skank with the best of
them, The Pietasters.
ICP is performing on October
30. Only 500 tickets are being
sold for the show.

Old ska rockers Pie-Tasters, were
a early band on the seen. Ska is
becoming increasingly popular
the past few years..
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Murder
One
' Billiards and Sports Bar *• s
LOUU6ST PRIC6S IN TOWN
brings
cvcRVDnv - mi Dnv - nu NIGHT
danger
back to
rock
< aull I i

i

ii.-iin »■

(across from Horshmon)

Every Monday

Every Wednesday!
Every Thursday

Every Fri. & Sat.

Monday Night Football
Free Winqs (limit 10)

"Dead" Nite

KARAOKE

DJ and Dancing

Friday October 31 - Halloween
Costume Party - $Prizes

Come as your favorite Ghoul! 18+ Welcome!

EXPRESS
Presents:
"BGSU-WEAR"
Giveaway!
To Enter:
Purchase any Hershey's product
and receive one entry form.
Drawing to be held Monday,
October 27, at noon at each
location.
Winners will be notified-need not
be present to win.
• ONE ENTRY PER CUSTOMER PS* VISIT
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Eric Kuebler
The BG Entertainer
For those of you in the mood
for something different, Murder
One might be just what the
doctor ordered. More than likely,
you won't hear them on the
radio.
Two exceptions are "Break
these chains," a song about
growing up in New Jersey and
wanting to move to Beverly
Hills, and "J. Crew girl," a song
about a girl the lead singer,
Cakeboy, was dating. These two
songs are what Murder One
considers their "pop songs."

Murder One's debut album,
"Shopping for Porn".

The last song on the album,
"Shopping for Porn," is a more
mellow song that sounds like a
mix between the Doors, and G
Love and the Special Sauce (one
of Cakeboy's favorites).
The majority of the album
contains the sound and explicit
lyrics of Pantara, with the anger
and aggression of Rage Against
the Machine and a big chunk of
punk.
"We're like punk — real punk,
not the cheesy s**t you hear on
the radio today — with heavy
metal guitar riffs", said the bass
guitarist. Job, when asked to
describe their music.
Not only is their music a swift
break from reality, but their
performances are also known to

BGSU Athletic Bond
serves as pep band to selected
Basketball & Hockey Gomes during
the 1997 - 1998 season. Rehearsals
are Sundays October 26, Nov. 2,
and Nov. 9, 7 - 9 pm in Kelly Hall
(Rm. 1012) Moore Musical Arts
Center. Bring your horn. ^\_y
See Vou There!
r'v*-'
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Forest for the Trees has lyrical direction and a Beck-like sound.

Forest for the
Trees resembles
Beck

radio airplay, but the rest of the
album does not live up to the
magic of "Dream." This is not to
JJ. Siegel
say that the album is a failure; it
The BG Entertainer
is an intersting work that
Life is more than what we
deserves notice.
think it is. This is the theme
The two major accomplishthroughout the new self-titled
ments of the album are its
debut album from Forest For
profound lyrical direction and
its intriguing recording techThe Trees.
Surprisingly, the album is the
niques. Carl Stephenson used
work of one man, Carl
binaural recording to pick up
360 degrees of sound from a
Stephenson, whose work on the
album is difficult to categorize.
fixed point. Stephenson fitted
the microphones in his ears and
Each song has a hip-hop beat
with Middle Eastern instrumenrecorded wherever he was.
What the listener hears is the
tation that slightly wanders into
sounds from the environments
pop.
Stephenson also plays a variety Stephenson visited.
of instruments, including guitar,
On the song "Thoughts in my
drums, keyboard, sitar and
Head," Carl catches the sounds
of the ocean. On "Wet Paint,"
didgeridoo. The songs are a
complexity of sounds layered
Carl somehow finds a way to
upon each other. If the music is
add the sound of a rollercoaster
to be compared to anything, it
and the coaster's riders into the
song.
samples the same flavor as
Beck's debut album, "Mellow
The album is also able to keep
the idea of blurring reality up to
Gold."
Stephenson co-produced
speed. The lyrics open up ideas
Beck's album and co-wrote a few of other realities and planes of
of the tracks. On Forest for The
existence that are uplifting and
Trees release, Beck performs
thought provoking. The song
"You Create the Reason"
background vocals on "Infinite
Cow" and plays harmonica on
includes the lyrics, "You may
think it's absurd to make a
"Fall."
theory of reality/when reality is
The first song on the radio
relative to the mind that occurs."
airwaves is the album's first
Also, in "Stream," we hear,
track "Dream." The song begins
"One more inspired moment
modestly enough with a drummeets me on the way down /to
beat and then explodes into
the source we know is all ending
energetic bagpipes that appear
and beginning once again."
again and again throughout the
Although this album is lyrichorus. The instrumentation of
cally well done and musically
the song does not fail to get
elaborate, the downfall may be
listeners lo dance or sing along
that it is too complex. "Forest
to the catchy and profound
For The Trees" is not the kind of
lyrics. The chorus on "Dream"
CD that you can relax or sing
will easily stay in your head for
along with, yet it is an interestdays. "When I am dreaming/I
ing addition to any music lovers
don't know if I'm truly asleep or collection. The album makes a
if I'm awake/ When I get up/I
great conversation piece and can
don't know if I'm truly awake or create a mood or compliment
if I'm still dreaming. "
one when you feel like seeing
The first release is picking up
the world differently.

get a little crazy. "We wanna
bring danger back to rock n'
roll," said Job, when describing
their style of performance.
"We're trying to figure out how
far we can offend people without getting kicked off of tours
and out of clubs. It's like Blackjack. You wanna get as close to
twenty-one without going over."
Job is refering to Cakeboy's
crazy antics using dairy prod-

ucts, full frontal nudity and
shoving half-eaten Rice Krispy
treats thrown from the crowd
into a very uncomfortable place
and then eating the snack after it
falls out two songs later.
It is more important to Murder
One that they have fun than to
write meaningful music. Their
goal is to go on world tour and
spread their message to all of
humanity.

Howard's Club H
II—
1 1-On am
rtrmt
Mon Cut
Sat "12-2:30

210 N. Main

Sun 5-2:30 am

352-9951

Saturday
Classic Rock 97.3
Concert Caravan
presents.. Rizzo
Drawing to see U2 in concert
on 10/31, Halloween night at the Pontac
Silverdome. 2 tickets will be given away
with Transportation provided. Must be
present to win.
Starts at 11 p.m.
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The Sound Parade
by Tony Cavallario

samples and "block rockin' beats"
are nowhere to be found, and the
real dymanies of techno can be
apperciated.
Universe Crew- What's inside
your alro 12"
(green lea) • • • •

Fatboy Slim. Belter living through
chemistry.
(Astrelworks). ••
Often this year, the electronic
music explosion has been
acreditcd to artists like Fatboy
Slim and the Chemical Brothers,
who do good impersonations of
rock and roll with samplers and
synthesizers. That is, bad ass
heavy beats and Beastie Boys
ready synthesizers that rock out
harder than four hairy dudes with
guitar chops ever could.
Fatboy Slim, however, goes too
far with the rock motif, at one
point sampling the Who's "I
Can't Explain." These exagerrated
rock tunes are the worst spots on
"Better living through chemistry."
Such guitar hooks are looped
endlessly and grow tedious until
eventually Fatboy gives you
nothing but a headache.
The subtle volume changes are
lost and all the energy is spent in
the first minute or two of Fatboy's
epic songs. This is bad, as the nontechnophilic music listener will
ask why the song even continues.
If you're not building intensity,
you're not building much.
Like the Chemical Brothers with
their quiet tracks on "Exit Planet
Dust," Fatboy Slim's less rocking
parts are a nice contrast to the
excess of hollow funk on this CD.
It's nice to hear the use of many
differnt kinds of sampled drums
and old drum machines, which
take Fatboy out of his 1997
element to an earlier time, just for
kicks. Howev -ock beats like on
"Going out of my Head" and
"Punk to Funk" just don't hold my
interest. There's not enough going
on and apparently not much that
will grow on a listener.
Overall, artists like Fatboy Slim
function best as a gateway to other
electronic music, where the guitar

Space ghost
continued from page nine
Space Ghost remains on permanent
hiatus; anything further with the
character remains a question."
In the meantime, Rosema has been
working on several other projects,
much of it involving his very own
creations. "1 just realized that 1 can't
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Whenever a Northwest Ohio
artists gets their record put out by
a notable label and gets good
reviews like this single from
Toledo's Universe art collective
have, we in Bowling Green might
be the last to know.
But damn if Toledo's not as
likely a place as any other in this
world to show some creativity. In
this age where electronic music
artists are so prolific that it's hard
to keep track of what's what. It's
nice that some good stuff can
grow right in your back yard.
The A-side "What's inside your
afro?" is a dancable hip-hop
groove with some serious funk
framework. The song is busy
enough. In my opinion, what
good is some electronic music if
your not asking "How are they
doing that?" Synthesizers takes
the groove to deep space, where it
belongs. A flutey melodic hook
keep it focused, and a barage of
ins and outs of samples and
turntable cuts can keep your
attentions indefinitely.
And if "Afro" wasn't charming
enough already, the music drops
out towards the end to reveal a
melody line straight out of
Parliament's mothership, in a
soliloquy that lef s you know just
how to define this record: funky
in all the right places. The B-side
is a bit more passive, but has the
same kind of subtle graces that
make the flipside a winner. Moral
of the story: northwest Ohio is
what you make of it. Please stay
on the lookout for this Universe
Crew.

Modest Mouse. The Lonesome
Crowded West.
(Up Records) • • • •
Modest Mouse has the rare angst,
imperfection, and courage to
tweek a old drum/bass/guitar
lineup for all its worth on their
second full length record "The
Lonesome Crowded West."
Singer Issac Brock is a short and
scrappy Black Francis (Pixies)and

control other people's property,"
he explained. "This way, I have
complete creative control over my
characters." Other recent work
includes a Johnny Quest coloring
book and a an Aladdin and the
King of Thieves project.
If there is another Space Ghost
comic, however, Rosema' is
confident that he will be working
on it. "I'm sure I'll be the one to

a less flashy Beck, with just
enough poetic insight and lispy
whine to fit him in with these
sensitive late '90s.
He throws his observations of
the world out in wordy narratives
that come closer to country music
or Billy Joel than indie rockers
have dared to tread in the past.
The cynical lens he interpets the
world with is fun. The lyrics are
clever enough that it doen't hurt
that he rambles on. That's his
charm. More likely than not, he is
saying something profound.
He often turns three syllable
words into six part yelps, singing
to the drums rather than with his
odd guitar. Sometimes his playing
is simple, his six strings could be
one Other times he's a slacker
Jimmy Page. Eric Judy's bass keep
relatively cool, playing grade
school music scales with grace
and feeling, while Brock wanks
his whammy bar and drummer
Jeremiah Green plays rythmns
you can't help tapping on your
legs. Green pump's his high hat.
Brock's guitar swirls and dives,
and the vocals melodies turn into
yelping anthems. This is how they
get'cha.
"The Lonesome Crowded West"
finds Modest Mouse louder and
more abrasive than on previous
efforts. But it also shows them
further out into the music world,
adapting an occasional mellow
turntable scratch (on the smoth
driving "Heart Cooks Brain"), or
an acoustic guitar (on the albums
more western tunes). In "Jesus
Was an Only Child" there's a
fiddle (that ain't no violin), on
"Doin' the Coachroach" there's
some blantant hallucination.
"Lougue/closing Time" bears
some resemblence to funk. With
an overflowing 75 minutes of
music on this CD, there's bound to
be some diversity.
"Cowboy Dan", the American
Pie or Johnny Cash tell-a-tale song

do it, although this is coming from a
man with no guarantees, no
contracts and no promises,"
Rosema elaborated.
For anyone wanting to see
another issue of Space Ghost,
Rosema recommends a letter
campaign to DC Comics. For
anyone who is interested, the
address is DC Comics, 1700
Broadway. New York, NY 10019.

Hawke

Szorady

continued from page nine
The theater's going to be
dumpy. Nobody's going to
come." And, of course, the first
play we did had a cast of 12
and an audience of four
people. But th play was pretty
good."
Hawke lights a cigarette and
stretches his long legs. "My
pont is," he says, "I could talk
about my own things, but I
don't think I'd be alone in
them. There are people who
have overcome some very
dramatic odds. Like FDR. he
was a four-term president and
he was paralyzed."
People love to see underdogs triumph, says Hawke.
The victories convince us, if
only for the duration of a twohour film, that greatness is
within our grasp. This kind of
emotional cheerleading gets to
the heart of what really
troubles people, even movie
stars and presidents, says
Hawke.
"It's so difficult for us to
believe in ourselves," he
admits. "We're all so filled
with self-doubt and selfloathing. To actually go, 'No,
I'm clear with myself. I know
what I want and why I want
it. I know I can do it. or I'm
sure as hell going to try.'".
So what, if, through genetic
engineering, that little gene of
self-doubt could be scientifically removed? Would Ethan
Hawke favor this type of
intervention?
The answer is a resounding
no.
We don't know enough
about what we're fooling
with, says Hawke. "You can't
just have this blind faith in
technology. And, really, I just
don't believe in all this
aspiring to perfection. John
Lennon has a wonderful
quote about how the more
you strive for perfection, the
more you push it away. All the
world's religions will tell you
that you're perfect already, if
you'll just allow yourself to
be. Why do we have this
desire to control everything?"
The, too, says Hawke,
perfection is subjective.
"Perfection in whose eyes?
Perfection according to the
Dalai Lama, or perfection
according to some 15-year old
kid? The irony is that most of
the world actually responds
more to Calvin Klein than to

the Dalai Lama."
Gene pools and perfection
really bother Ethan Hawke. He
says he's afraid genetic engineering toward socially defined
models of perfection will inhibit
art, stymie creativity and limit
progress For according to whose
standards will artists be praised,
books be published or children
be raised, asks the actor?
Hawke zips off names of
creative geniuses whose work
went unrecognized during their
lifetimes: "Look at John
Cassavetes. He couldn't even get
a movie made 20 years ago. Now
they're doing retro-spectives of
his stuff. Or Baudelaire. Or
Cezanne. We could go on and
on. It's about ideals of what is
good, what is bad, what is
important."
We shouldn't limit the conversation to science fiction or the
hypothetical, says Hawke. For
Hollywood is obsessed with
youth and beauty. And that,
adds the actor, feeds the notion
of what is perfect.
"I'm going to be on the cover of
a magazine. When was the last
time the Dalai Lama was on the
cover of a magazine? It's fine to
put an actor on the cover sometimes. But now it's all the time.
It's always a celebration of
beauty."

continued
such fascist concepts like
"choruses," "verses" or
"sounding good." Tori Amos?
I'm so proud. The Doors and
Led Zeppelin? Good, but
blatantly male-centric. Better
put them back.
Also, be sure to have plenty
of copies of Nirvana and Joy
Division around. Joy
Division's lead singer hung
himself just before their big
break. Cool!
Books? You read voraciously. Try to limit it to the
poems of Sylvia Plath, though.
Be sure to mention how you
feel her pain to your parenis.
Also, be sure to walk around
with a copy of any J.D.
Salinger book in your shirt
pocket, but ignore the stares of
the heathens you will recieve.
Astrology books are good, too.
Any science that places the
blame of lethargy, depression,
and bad grades on "the
planets" is all right by me.
I fear I have barely nicked at
the surface of the skin of
standing apart from the
crowd. Maybe another time I
will continue. In the mean
time, society stinks, your
childhood was horrible and
take as many cultural diversity classes as possible.

gE\1 SOCIETY Of
H14 PROFESSIONAL
*1H JOURNALISTS.
Invites you
to a presentation by

LAURA SPITZER
WTVG-13 ABC reporter
and Findlay bureau chief

Tuesday, October 28
8 p.m.
117 BA Building
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Alpha Chi Omega
Midnight Masquerade
Lynne Gearing * Brian Haas
Sara Hilliard * Clay Salewesky
Tabatha Dodds * Cameron Simmons
Kim Taylor * Joe Raker
Katie McKeel * Brian Couturier
Erica Gillespie * Chris Bentlage
Jennifer Gerber * Ryan St. John
Amanda Piehl * Scott Perusek
Michelle Ruhe * Brian Nevergal
Melissa Devine * Mike Niederhuber
Mandy Lichty * Matt Hormann
Missy Pasztor * Gerte Hughes
Diana Alvarado * Pat Bergman
Lia Moore f.James Coolc
Nichole Quinlan * Matt Soto
Rachel Smith'* George Black
Melissa Pearch * Chris Stipes
Nichole Zumpano * Mike Ingles
Holly Durre * Todd Pease
Nichole Scodova * Greg:
Jill Clark * Michael Arruda
Gina Martz * J.D. Keister
Chasity Hoey * Dan Bair ^B
Jennifer Fetterman * Steven Schuller
Macqueline Grays * Bryant Pick'riey
Stephanie Maloney * Michael Maurer
Lindsey Neiman * Chris Rawski
Kristie Norman * Todd Heron
Jennifer Cipra * Tony Urbina
Kate Krisjanis * Tom Cantor

Angel Varvaro * Brian Singer
Colleen Kulenkampff * Tom Eaton
Betsy Whitman * Greg Hug
Erin McChesney * Brion Stenger
Amanda Paskiet■*■ Dave Laman cusa
Steph Savior* Pat Vogt
Jen Sayre * Erie Szful
JIHGrabie* Perry Kraft
Chelsea Mennega * Adam Wilson
ara Kozub * Matt Dickson
Theresa Stupczy * Nick Gentile
Katie Clark * Dale Powers
Rachel Kendell * Kyle Newcomer
aimee Johnson * David Weaver
chole Nester * Greg Bowman
lindy Thiel * Douglas Falor
Jocelyn Alexander * Matt Overmeyer
Mandy Barton * Kevin Harman
Erin Lease * Matt Smith
Sarah tally"* Doug Uible
Kelly Barhorst * Jeff Derryberry
Christy Burger * Jeff Rock
Angie Caskey * Nick Romas
Dee Clark * Chris Taber
Karissa Korpita * Brian Reese
Melanie Spurgeon * Jason Brickner
Miindy Pasztor * Jason Bogar
Kelly Garvin * Ryan Rizzo
Sara Theis * Dan Bumpus

BARN BASH IS HERE
OCTOBER 25,1997
Jill Walburn & Brad Turski
Michelle Kugel & Sean Wallace
Sarah Kupec & Erik Jacobs
Tara Salamone & Jime Roche
Jenni Talpos & Tim Roder
Crlsta Daniel & Mick McKenney
Darey Graser & Jason Barch
Jennifer Carroll & Jimi Siewart
Kate Rosinsky & Tim Wilton
Michelle Mathieu & Christian Mayled
Jill Fink & Joe O'Neill
Heidi Emmert & Bobby Niemet
Bethany Hendricks & Todd Vanick
Tara Cleary & Brendan McGlynn
Kellee Fry & Brad Simon
Alicia Meene & Doug Pisula
Michelle Gura & Matt Plas
Cara Parise & Joe Wilson
Kate Kress & Scott Miller
Beth Tecpanecatt & Mike Riddle
Anne Giannatti & Owen McGlynn
Dana Kindl & Kyle Hanna
Shannon Grant & Matt Ellinger
Alison Macauda & Jim Fill
Melissa Heben & Jim Weckesser
Jennifer Schuetz & Jeff DeGroff
Mandy Trimmer & Brian Teets
Amy Savickas & Jamie Barricklau
Nicole Henderson & Todd Hummer |
Katie Kepic & Joel Hern
Carrie Parsons & David
Natalie Carr & Jeff Stillwell
Kim Riha & Aaron O'Neil
I Jessica Layshack & Keith Filipkowski
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/
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Modest Mouse brings innovative rock to Howard's
Tony Cavallario
The BG Entertainer
Seattle trio Modest Mouse
will bring their much celebrated brand of Iow-fi rock n'
roll to Bowling Green this
Sunday to Howard's Club H.
Since their last stop in town,
playing to a full house of 200 or
more indie rockers at Vahalla
last April, Modest Mouse has
become a regular face in music
magazines.
The young and ambitious
band has won over critics and
college radio charts with a
unique and raw quirky pop
rock sound that supports their
charasmatic and innovative
vocalist Isaac Brock.
This summer Modest Mouse
released an EP on K records
that charted in Rolling Stone's
Alternative too ten.
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DID
YOU
KNOW?
About 25% of the
world's pollution is
produced in the U.S.1
Sponsored by the Center for
Environmental Programs and
your Campus Recycling
Program
I.
'Miller. 1996. Living in Ihe

This fall's tour is in support of
their second full length record
"The Lonesome Crowded West,"
an epic 75 minute rock masterpiece to be release this
Novermber on Up! Records, a
subsidiary of indie giant SubPop records.
What brings such a band to
Bowling Green? The shows
promotor, Dan Horvath of
Pilltime Productions and

WBGU-FM. says BG is an ideal
location for bands to stop in
between Chicago, Detroit and
Cleveland. "BG gets good,
faithful crowds. People around
here seem to want to be exposed
to new stuff." Some national
touring bands, who play bar
sized venues all over the country,
have their best paying shows in
Bowling Green, according to
Horvath.

Modest Mouse brings pop-rock to Howard's and Bowling Green.

Alpha Phi Alpha Phi Alpha Phi
Lir Christy
Welcome 10 the Family
I'm glad you're here
Love, Your Big

CAMPUS EVENTS

Halloween Grama
union Foyer 10-4pm
Sand a Friend a pumpkin
Cookie and a message
For only t 50
Oct. 23.28. and 30th
sponsored by: Kappa Phi

Pailyl Partyl
Whan? Tonight Oct. 24, S-rmdnighi
Where ' 11 m Hoot. OHenhauer West
Who7 E very one is invited
What' Halloween Party
Thare are FREE food, music, dance, and
prizes. Prizes will be rewarded to the beat and
special costume Slop by and join tie party.
Organized by World Student Association

SERVICES OFFERED
Child care personally given in your BG area
home. Specializing in infancy to pre-schooi.
Also experienced with handicaped children.Eicellenl references and resume Fuloma.Mon-Fn 352.7494

GEAR FOR THE WILDERNESS
Backpacks, Sleeping bags, hiking boots,
Waterproof/breathable rainwear & sknrnar
rents. Rockdimbtng, canoes, kayaks.
Clinics and trips now available
Canoe Shop 140 River Rd Waterville. OH

(«l9)878-3700

www rheCanoeshop.com

Pregnant??
FREE Pregnancy Testa
CONFIDENTIAL and CARING
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Corner

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE MEN'S 1
WOMEN'S SINGLES RACOUETBALL - OCT
29. CO-REC WALLYBALL - NOV. 4 ALL ENTRIES DUE BY 4:00PMON DUE DATE PICK
UP ENTRY FORMS fN 130 PERRY FIELD
HOUSE

MM

•University Ambassador Applicationsare due Friday. October 24. IM7
by 5 00pm Turn in at tie Milan Alumni
Center, any queationa call Stecey 372 4095

Fnmronmenl

Alpha Phi Alpha Phi Alpha Phi

PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
ADOPT ION IS AN OPTION
A warm, caring couple wiH give your baby a lifetime) of love, security & wonderful opportunities. Please call Karol A Rob al
1-800-292 5383 or call 1400-927 7222 t ask
for Karol 4 Rob's profile ol information.

Alpha Phi Alpha Phi Alpha Phi
Grand atM Chnsry
Sorry so late
Your whole family thinks
that you're ust real great'
Alpha Phi Alpha Phi Alpha Phi

AOIIAOIIAOII
HeyAOII's..
Grab your costumes and head towards
College Station at 9.30pm on Saturday 1
It's just another social event
where you're Judged by what you wear'
AOII's In Disguise
AOII AOII AOII
AOII KA AOII
The sisters of Alpha Omicron Pi
would like to thank the gentleman
of Kappa Alpha for a wonderful world
aeries teal We had a blast'
Go Tribe!
AOII KA AOII
ARE YOU IN NEED OF A GOOD PART TIME
JOB?
UPS HAS PART TIME LOADING S UNLOADING
POSITIONS AVAILABLE
$8 50 $9 507 HR
CONTACT 4198916820 FOR MORE INFORMATION
UPS IN AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
Earn MONEY and FREE TRIPS"
Absolute Best SPRING BREAK Packages
available" INDIVIDUALS, student ORGANIZATIONS, or small GROUPS wanted'' Can
INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS at
1 800 3?76013orr-r:p -wwyicptcom
GAMMA SIGMA ALPHA
National Greek Academic Honor Society
Are you...
An active member ol a fraternity or sorontyA
junior or senior
GPA of 35 cumulative OR any semester
APPLY @ 440 Student Services
Applications are due Nov 7th @ 5pm
Questions- call Stacy @ 352 9779

ADVERTISING
SALES
The BG News is
looking for highly
motivated individuals
who are seeking
meaningful
sales/business
experience. Help local
business owners
increase their sales
through the effective
use of newspaper
advertising. Get paid
based on your
abilities.

Requirements:
-Must be available to
work Spring Semester

'98 to Spring '99
-Jr. status
-own transportation

-energy & enthusiasm
-goal-oriented

•"SPRING BREAK TAKE 2" Organize
group1 Sal 15.Take 2 Free. Jamaica. Cancun, Bahamas, Panama City. Key West Daytona. Barbados. Padre * More Free Parties.
Eats ( Drinks. Sun Splash Tours
'800 428-7710

till Soring Break Cancun & Jamaica $379'
Book tarly - Save' Get a group - Go Freel
Panama City 1129' South Beach (Bars Close
Sam) 11291 sprlngbreaktravel.com
I 800-878-6366
Alpha Phi BIG JE N PUOR Alpha Phi
Trianks Jen tor being the beat Big ever
ladoremynewtarTMfyi
Love. LH. SAM

Champa incense avalaWe soon!

Apply Today @
204 West Hall
Deadline for Applications is
Friday Oct. 24th (Bring your

resume if you have one)

t

Alternative Clothing
• Beaded/Hemp Jewelry
• Imported C130TS • Clove Cigarettes •
Incense • Unique Candles • Gloss
Curios •Tapestries • bickers • Posters
• 900+Tees
445 E. Wooster
(At the railroad traciti)
HMHW 11I3©-» Sunday 18-*
354-017*

Need 2 Dec Graduation Tickets
Call Came @ 353-4226

the script's divine intervention.
Utah is exactly the opposite
what is typipical Hollywood
America. It is not East Coast or
West Coast. It is young and
stupidly optimisitc, where a
pioneering spirit still prevails.
Before casting started, writer
Hodge admitted he wrote the
part of Robert with Ewan
McGregor in mind.
It was not so simple to find the
right actress to play the part of
Celine opposite McGregor. An
actress who is mythically
American, and that could
respond to McGregor's humor
was needed. Diaz was sent the
script while making a movie in
Chicago, and flew to Los
Angeles the next day to meet
with director Boyle after falling
in love with the script.

The film's creators insist
McGregor delivered anothyer
memorable performance. When
American film audiences
aretired of the tired macho
traditions, McGregor is appealing because he characters aren't
afraid to be weak, vulnerable
and a loser. They can triumph
without the generic Hollywood
cliches.
Nobody associated with "A
Life Less Ordinary" claims this
movie to be as wild or an
enrapturing as "Trainspotting."
However, "A Life Less Ordinary" might be what audiences
int his country are looking for,
something besides the typical
American ready-made
disapointent, something a little
less ordinary.

Lifeguards
Part-time. Certifications required Apply at rne
CarhoiicClub. 1601 Jefferson Ave

Oarage Sale.Oct 24-26 9am-4pnv
253 Manville Women'* c-otnes. girl's domes
to size 6, winter clothes, misc. householdand
toys

243-7255
Pan-lime Student Employment
Are you looking lor part-time employment of 15
hours plus per week within walking distance to
BGSU campus? Interested in working various
unskilled jobs in assembly, packaging, elc?
Rale ol pay is $5.15 per hour. Apply in person
between the hours of 9am 5pm. Mon Fn al:
Advanced Specialty Products, Inc 428 Clough
Si BG 43402
Rally's is looking for hourly and salaried Managers and Team Members. Excellent benefits.
Immediate openings Interesied7 Plea** cad
419 897 0675
Recreation Leaders
Child care counselors and/or IGC Course Instructors (includes climbing wall). Part-time.
Training available. Apply at the Catholic Club.
1601 Jefferson Ave 243-7255
Security Officers
Earri money while you study Immed. full A part
time positions avail, in Bowling Green. Musi be
ai least 18 yrs old No enp. necessary, although a plus. Musi have telephone A reliable
transportation Full benefit package avail. paid
vacations, advanrements, weekfypay. uniforms A paid training Apply in person or call
Continental Secret Service Bureau. Inc. 415
Huron St. Toledo. OH 43604

1-tOO- 869- 8975
Spring Break '98 ' Cancun From S389
Reps wanted'Sell iSand go freel
15 Free Meale, Lowest Prices Guaranteed'
1 800-446 8355 • www sunbreaka com
Tutor needed for H S Pre-calc
Tng. student About 1 hr. per week.
*15mr Call Tammy at 419-686-3474

Roommates needed now A second semester
Own Room
353 0325

Tutor needed. Eve hours 2- 3 hre. Mon ■
I Thure. A poealbly 2-3 hre Sun. Atlemoon.
16mr 2874622.

Sublease' needed lor Spring semester Cose
to campus $20CVmonth 353-3182.

Village Inn • Cygnet OH
taking applications 'or barmaid
position. Pt. time, eve. hours
Must nave own transportation
Must be 21 A over A dependable
Apply in person al
The Village Inn
297 Front St CygnelOH

Sublease' needed now or lor spring. Cheap
rent. Dose to campus. Call 353-2191.
Sublease' needed immediately to fill one room
in a two bedroom apt Rent $258/mo. Only pay
ejactnoty. Please call 353-0379

$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars.
Freeinlormaio'i Cai1 410 347-1475 _

Love,
Your Big
Kappa Delta L*T Chnsty Kappa Delta
You are canng
You are sweet
With you & me as

BoAitOe
Kay Dee carl be beat ii
Love.
Your Big?

ATTENTION STU0ENTS
Now hiring for Fat & Spring Semesters
Part Time
Less than one block from campus
$8VHR STARTING PAY
3 shifts available
A Shift 7am-10am
BShift: I0:l5am-i:i5pm
C Shirt 1 30pm-4:30pm
Must be available to work 5 days per week on
same shift with possibility of working
2 1/2 hours A getting paid for 3
CALL NOW
before you register Spring Semester
354-8802

354 8703
Coaches assistant, varied hours Must be
available some lunches & weekends, apply
b/w 2-4 Mon. • Fn. Elks Club 200 Campbell Hill
Rd

K0 • Lil Kit' KD
Lil Kit.
Do the dues add up?
Wait and see1 Tonight
youll know who your
awesome Big will be1
KD'LilKifKD

Dancers - Now hiring fa the
f 1 Gentlemen's Club in Toledo
Travel A magazme modeling available
DejaVu4ig-S31-007g

KD ' Lil' Amanda * KO
One more day
before you will see
exacflywho
your BIG will be
Hera's a bonus dueWhat a treat
I was at your pledge retreat

Gyrrvnait.es Inilructor*

Wanted 100 Students Lose 8-10010s New
metabolism breakthrough. Dr. recommended
Guaranteed $30 cost Free gilt
1 800-856 0916

Computer for Sale
406 MultiMedia Complete System
Internet ready $435
Upnght Freezer lor Sale $75

Bob ©669 3393

love.
Big?

Housekeeping staff needed for the STUOENT
UNION HOTEL Some weekend work required. $5.40 par hour. Contact 2-2741 lor application

Tit

Alternative Clothing e Winter Wear
• Beaded/Hemp Jewelry
• Imported Cigars e Clove
Cigarettes e Incense e Unique
Candles • Glass Curios 'Tapestries
' Stickers • Posters
• 9X50+Tees
445 E. Wooster
(At the railroad tracks)
Mon-Sat 11JO-9 Sunday 1«-o
354-0176

KIRK'S

Clnemark Theatres
H CINEMA 5 Ma,?dland

Mobil Home For Sale- We si on
14165 Very good condition
$8900 Owner financing available

Boo @669 3393

PowerMac 5260/100 ink jet irtcl. 167840 14m
extensive software Ethernet and 33 6 modem.
Pnce negotiable ale»ghe@bgnet
Premier Resort camping membership. Two lor
the price of onei Coast to coast members'
Many amenities $6,000 negotiable.
Call l 800 956 3630

FOR RENT
* Listings available lor 98 99
Will mail or you pick-up at
316E.Merry#3 353-0325
1 bdrm. imfumiahed. 134 1/2 W. Poe Rd.
SiDve a Retridg. provided. John Newtove Real
E Stale 354-2260
1 subieaser needed Spnng semester. Large
house A own room 2 blocks from campus a
bars. Sl54/mo. * 1/6 unl. Call Laura
.9352 6364.
1-4 subleasers needed Immed. Two blocks
from campus. Cell 354-2427
2 bdrm. apt avail, immedtatefy. Furnished or
ur.fcjm.ihed All unt mclud CaH 352-1520
Large 1 bdrm A lots of storage. No pets. 1 y.
lease. $400 including utilities/mo.
352 1268 or 354 0229
Now available: Mount Vernon Apts. 2 bed
room, futly furnished, util provided., balconies.
laudry facilities, orvsite manager Rent negonable Call now 352-9909
RENT BY NOV. 1 GET 10% DISCOUNT 1
bdrm. unfurnished. 2 bdrm, lurnishad/unfurnished 354 6036
Subieaser needed 9 Summit Terrace apts. 1
bdrm. A/C. carpeted, transportation to and
from campus. Laundry 'aaliMs. and living
rm.fum avail & a 1 time add. cost. Can Sean
©$37S/mo . uW 352-6408

| PART TIME HELP i
,
WANTED
i
|Eam up to $1500 per yearl
with two hours a week. ■
I Help others while earnins
I
money for yourself.
'
I
Donate plasma at
I
SeraCare Plasma Center. ,
■Call (419)531-3332 today'
I for an appointment.
■

I New Donors brins i
. this ad and receive (
$30 on first donation..

Part time Pre-schooi through intermediate
tumbling classes Apply at the Catholic Club.
1601 Jefferson Ave. 243-7255

Wool Gloves $6

Halloween Items!
Candles- Halloween clothing •
wrzzarrj/witch hats

1-2 subleasers needed ASAP lor Spring Semester 1998. Close to campus $150 a month
tor rent, plus gas and water Please call Chnstie or Jessica @3?3 6001.

continued from page nine

FOR SALE

Tit
%oktdo^kcPalooi
Wool Hats $10

Wool Sweaters $38
Wool Coats

1-2 Subleasers needed. Spring semester
One bedroom house on Wooster.
$330/mo & util. 351 4037

81000'e POSSIBLE TYPING Part Time. At
Home/Toll Free 1-800-218 9000 Ext T-2076
for listings.

Kappa Delta L«" Jen Kappa Delta
Get psyched tor tonight
because youll finally
know who I am> Donl
be late so we can show
everyone what a great
Bag/Up*'we make1

1111 Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruise' 6
days (2791 Induces meals, free parties' Get a
group - Go Freel Pnces increase soon - Save
tSO' sprmgbreaklravel com 1 BOO 678 6386

1 sublsr. needed immediately 2 bdrm. 2 bath,
own room. Close to campus CHEAP RENT
354 6397.

Less ordinary

HELP WANTED

Not much longer now"
Love your Big

' Alpha Xi Delia' Sigma CIs '
Congratulations to Anglo Brownlor
being namad Sigma Cht's fall pledge
daas Sweet Heart I
• Alpha Xi Delta • Sigma Chi •

WANTE D: You * Your Fnends
Groups to trick or treat for food items
on Oct 30 Items writ be donated to an
agency in Bowling Green II interested,
call Center for WeUness A Prevention at
372-9355 by Oct 27. Noon.
Refreshments lor partiopants on Oct. 30

Subleasers needed lor spring semester
Perlect location/cheap rent
Call Carrie 352-8786

Heyl'IKnsiyi
When the wind blows
You come to BG
When you come to BG
You join KO
When you join KD
You get a Big like me'

MATTENTION!!
The Student Organizations Directory has ar
nvedl This publication includes a listing of aU
registered campus organizations and contact
people for each. Pick up your copy while sup
plies last in the Student Life Office. 405
SarJrJernire Student Services'

SEIZED CARS from $175.Porsches. Cadi!
lacs.Chevys, BMWs. Corvettes. Also Jeeps.
4WD'sYour Area. Toll Free 1 800-218 9000
Ext. A 2076 for current listings

WANTED

PERSONALS

Give D.ood
Today!

Horvath expects a big
crowd at Sunday's show, saying
he's "yet to meet a person who
didn't like the band."
Besides Cleveland, Sunday's
Howard's show is Modest
Mouse's only Ohio appearance.
They are on tour with label
mates 764-Hero male/female
pop duo, who will perform
between Modest Mouse and
local band Aloha. The show
starts at 9 p.m.

COIN LAUNDRY

■ ■ Super Coupon"* m *»k
Open 4 p.m. weekdays •
Lunch weekend*
" aV I v:::

SALE!
COUPON GOOD THRU 11/30*7

' SMALL
I 1 ITEM
I PIZZA
MED
1 ITEM
PIZZA
1 ITEM
i PIZZA

25

«4

$FT50.

5
ry,
$•"700.

> 11234 M. Main St 354-0558

Morgan Freeman

Kiss the Girls
SrfStn 2.40 4:307:00 930
Milton 7.40 930 -

A LH* Lett Ordinary (R)
5:35 7:35 10:15
PbyinaGod(R)
5*0 102)

OPEN 24 HOURS
75t? washes

riandOut (PG-13)

t leaning your
Savon Yawn In Tlbat (PO-13)
4:20 7:10 10:00
Devil's Advocate (R)

laundry

Farytette: A True Story (PG)
52D 73) M5
Sorry No Passes or Suporsavers

Ion*

lor 34 years

4:10 7:00 9:95

EwrySst

EX. LG.
1 ITEM
I PIZZA

203 N. Main |

709 S. Main St.
352-0397

FREE DELIVERY

I

I

